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No boost
for Social
Security
checks
By STEPHEN OHLEMACHER
Accociated Press Wnter
WASHINGTON AP) — As if
voters don't have enough to be
angry about this election year.
the government is eYpected to
announce this week that more
than 58 million Social Security..
recipients will go through
another year without ar.
increase in their monthly benefits.
It would mark only the second
year without an increase since
automatic adjustments for inflation were adopted in 1975. Thc
first year was this year.
"If you're the ruling party, this
is not the sort of thing you want
to have happening two weeks
before an election," said
Andrew Biggs. a former deputy
commissioner at the Social
Security Administration and
now a resident scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute.
"It•s not the congressional
Democrats' fault. but that's the
way politics works." Biggs said.
"A lot of people will feel hostile
about it."
The cost-of-living adjustments, or COLAs, are automatically set each year by an inflation measure that was adopted
by Congress hack in the 1970s.
Based on inflation so far this
year. the trustees who oversee
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Chamber

survey
targets
city govl
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray. Calkway County
Chamber of Commerce is releasing
a survey to members today to
gauge satisfaction with Murray's city
government and overall city services.
Lance Allison, the Chamber's executive
director. said he didn't necessarily want
to pick on the city and its employees, but
he decided it was time to try to find out
how the majority of Chamber members
feel about how they. are treated in their
dealings with the city. He said that while
a clash between government and business
can always be expected at least to a small
degree. he had heard enough complaints
from members recently to become concerned.
"After you hear 10 complaints in a row,
I think it sends a flag up to ask the question now." Allison said.
Allison said he hoped the survey would
help his organization figure out whether
the complaints he has heard were isolated
incidents or whether some problems
might be more widespread. He said he
hoped the survey would be constructive
information that the mayor, city council
and staff could use. He declined to name
specific complaints he had heard because
he didn't want to point out any employees, but said more information would
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MU Homecoming 2010
(Above) The 2010 Murray State University Homecon)ing King and Queen were named Saturday afternoon prior
to the homecoming football game. Kirby O'Donoghue, left, senior from West View. was named gue.,en and
Jeremiah Johnson. junior from Hopkinsville, was named king. (Below) Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity's float with
Sigma Alpha sorority was named the best float of Saturday's homecoming parade. The float had a photography
theme to go along with this year's homecoming theme of "Remember the Racers." Additional photos on 8A.
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Tense final hours
ahead for trapped
Chilean miners

TOMORROW

80s
50s

50t

By FRANK SAUK
and VIVIAN SEQUERA
Associated Press Writers
SAN JOSE MINE, Chile LAP) -- A
smooth-walled path to daylight awaited
33 trapped miners Sunday as they entered
the tense final hours of a two-month
odyssey christened in the terror of collapsing rock deep under a Chilean mountain.
With the eyes of the world on Chile's

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 80s. Southwest winds
around 5 mph.
Monday night.. Partly cloudy
in the evening then becoming
mostly cloudy. Lows in the mid
50s. Calm w.nds.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
mid 80s.
night. Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the mid
50s. Northwest winds around 5
mph
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Bill Ciinton to
campaign in Ky.
for Senate hopeful
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Democratic U.S. Senate
hopeful Jack Conway is
hoping to
get a b3ost
from former President
Clinton.
who made
a habit of
carrying
Kentucky
Clinton
when
he

Civil War
Days
Union soldiers retreat
from a Confederate
attack with cannons
and rifles blazing during a mock battle
Saturday during Civil
War Days at
Columbus-Belmont
Park. Hundreds of reenactors and thousands of patrons filled
the park for the event.
TOM BERRY
,Ledger Time,
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Police,

NI No boost for Social Security checks.••
From Front
Social Security project there
will be no COLA for 2011.
The projection will be made
official on Friday. when the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
releases inflation estimates for
September. The timing couldn't
be worse for Democrats as they
approach an election in which
they are in danger of losing their
House majority'. and possibly
their Senate majority as well.
This past Friday, the same
bureau delivered another painfui
blow. to Democrats: The U.S.
lost 95.000 jobs in September
and unemployment remained
stubbornly stuck at 9.6 percent.
Democrats have been working
hard to make Social Security an
election-year issue. running
political ads and holding press
conferences
to
accuse
Republicans of plotting to pnvatize the national retirement program.
This week's announcement
about Social Security. benefits
raises more immediate concerns
for older Americans whose savings and home values still
haven't recovered from the
financial
collapse:
Many

hasen't had a raise
I.,ohied tor another one last fall
Janua:.
-. 2009. and they won't be when it became clear seniors
getting one until at least January wouldn't get an increase in
2012.
monthly benefit payments in
"While people aren't getting 2010.
COLAs they certainly feel like
Cong.ress took up the issue.
they're falling further anti fur- but a proposal by Sen. Bernie
ther behind. particularly in this Sanders
died
when
12
economy," said David Certner. Democrats and independent
AARP's legislative policy direc- Sen. Joe
Lieberman
of
tor. "People are very reliant on Connecticut joined Senate
Social Security as a major por- Republicans to block it. Sen.
tion of their income and. quite Olympia Snowe of Maine was
frankly. they have counted on the only Republican to support
the.second bonus payment.
the COLA over the years."
Sanders. I-Vt.. said he expects
Social Security.. was the primary source of income for 64 older voters to be angry when
percent of retirees who got ben- they learn there will be no
efits in 2008. according to the increase for the second straight
Social Security Administration. year.
"I do think there's going to be
A third relied on Social Security
for at least 90 percent of their political fallout," Sanders said.
"Many seniors who are spendincome.
A little more than 58.7 million ing a lot of money on health care
people receive Social Security and prescription drugs really are
or
Supplemental
Security going to find it hard to believe
Income. The average Social that lere has been no inflationSecurity' benefit is about $1.072 ary costs to their purchasing
needs."
a month.
Federal law requires the
Social Security recipients got
a one-time bonus payment of Social Security Administration
$250 in the spring of 2009 as to base annual payment increaspart of the government's mas- es on the Consumer Price Index
sive economic recovery pack- for Urban Wage Earners and
age. President Baraek Obama Clerical Workers. which measures inflation. Officials compare
inflation in the third quarter of
each year — the months of July.
Murray Natural Cias
August and September — with
wants to remind you to be
the same months in the previous
careful when you begin
year.
your planting and yard
If inflation increases from
cleaning.
year to year, Social Security
Call Kentucky 811
recipients automatically get
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
higher payments. starting in
all utility lines marked in
January. If inflation is negative.
the area in which you
the payments stay unchanged.
will be digging.
Social Security payments
increased by 5.8 percent in
For more information,
2009. the largest increase in 27
call Murray Natural Gas
years. after energy prices spiked
at 270-762-0336.
e4OUNCE,a,
SE.V.CE ..
,
in 2008.
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,

Kentucky

News in Brief

But energy prices quickly
dropped. For example, aNeragc
gasoline prices topped $4 a gallon in the summer
200S. BLit
by January 2009. they had fallen
below $2. Today. the national
average is roughly $2.70 a gallon.
As a result, Social Security
recipients got an increase in
2009 that was far larger than
actual inflation. However. they.
won't get another increase until
inflation exceeds the level
measured in 2008. The Social
Security trustees project that
will happen next year. resulting
in a small increase in benefits
for 2012.
Social Security spokesman
Mark Lassiter said the agency
has no leeway to increase payments if the inflation measurement doesn't call for it.
Rep. Earl Pomemy, D-N.D.,
chairman of the Ways and
Means sulx:ommittee on Social
Security, has introduced a new
bill to provide $250 payments to
seniors, if there is no increase in
Social Security. Maybe, he said.
there will be more of an appetite
in Congress to pass it after lawmakers hear from voters in
November.
"Costs of living are inevitably
going up, regardless of what that
formula says," Pomeroy said.
"Seniors in particular have
items such as uncovered drug
costs. medical costs, utility
increases, and they're on fixed
incomes."

Male body found in Lexington creek bed
LEXINGTON. Ky.. AP) — Police in Lexington are investigating the death ot a male whose hotly was found in a creek bed
The Le‘ington Herald-Leader quotes police Lt. Chris Van
Brackel. who said the coroner found the death doesn't appear to
he either natural or a suicide.
Police were called after soineone discovered the body Sunii..
afternoon and went to a nearby cons-enience store. asking thai
authorities he notified.
The body had not been identified by late Sunday..

Annie Potts among arts award

winners
FRANKFORT. Ky. LAP) - hentua) [tato.e anti actress Annie
Potts is among this year's winners of the Governor's Awards in the
Arts.
The awards ate to be preF.ented Oct. 28 at the Capitol in
Frankfort.
The actress best known for her seven-year stint on the television
show "Designing Women" is receiving the "national award."
given each year to a Kentucky-bom artist who has gained widespread recognition.
Other award winners include glassmaker Stephen Rolfe Powell
and an collector .AI Shands.

•Chamber survey...
From Front
likely be contained in the survey
results.
Allison did say that the complaints had come from a wide
variety of businesses, including
developing businesses that had
built from the ground up. new
businesses moving into existing
buildings and established bustnesses expanding or moving
into new locations.
Survey questions include asking members to rank their overall satisfaction with city services from highly satisfied to highly dissatisfied. They are also
asked to rate the overall performance of the City Clerk's
Office,
the
Planning
Department, Murray Municipal
Utilities. the Board of Zoning
Adjustments and the Planning
Commission. Members are also
asked to rate those departments
in terms of customer service,
professionalism and understanding business needs.

Online:
Social Security COLAs:
http://www.ssa.gov/OACTkola/
latestCOLA.html

Northern Ky. man faces
probe into legal practice
WALTON. Ky. (AP) — A
northern Kentucky man is the
subject of a criminal investigation into allegations he's been
practicing law without a
license.
The Boone County'. Sheriff's
Office is probing the background and actions of Kelly F.
Fulmer of Walton. who is the
attorney of record in 11 cases in
Boone, Kenton and Grant
counties.
The Kentucky Enquirer
reports that Fulmer attended
Thomas M. Cooley Law
School in Lansing, Mich.. but
did not graduate. Fulmer does
have a 1998 bachelor's degree
in history from Thomas More
College in Crestview Hills.
Fulrnercame to the attention of
law enforcement after a former
client claimed in court filings last
inonth that Fulmer misappropnat-A money frorn an estate.

III Bill Clinton...
From Front
was elected to the White House.
Clinton will campaign for
Conway at a rally late Monday.
morning on the University. of
Kentucky campus in Lexington.
Conway is in a tough campaign against n Republican Rand
Paul for the seat of retiring Sen.
Jim Bunning.

From Front
ilo-expense-spared effort to
ensure all the men emerge
unharmed. the miners• physical
and mental health was being
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screenings for breast cancer
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in

ci

women in the United States and is the
second leading cause of death from cancer
in women
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Early detection is the key to saving lives.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital offers the
latest in digital mammography to detect
breast cancer in its earliest stages.

October is National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. Practice regular

Schedule your mammograni today and
encourage the women in your life to get
mammograms on a regular basis

270.752,2176
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MURRAY-CALLMAY

Do ii for yourself. lour family. Nour friends.
COUNTY
Do it for hie.

HOSPITAL

MURRAY I
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 E. Main • 753-8201

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky • www murrayhospital org

Conway often quotes Clinton
in his speeches, and says he's an
admirer of the former president.
Conway says that while his
Republican opponent talks
about balancing the federal
budget. Clinton actually did it
while president.
Clinton carried Kentucky both
times he won the W'hile House
in the 1990s.

•Chilean miners...

6

She did it for herself. Her famil. Her friends.

More specific criteria include
asking members to rate the City
Clerk's
Office.
Planning
Planning
Department,
Commission and BZA for
explanation anti enforcement of
laws. ordinances and codes.
They. are asked to rate the utilities department on beginning
new services or transferring
existing utilities services.
Murray
Mayor
Danny
Hudspeth said Allison discussed
the survey with him and showed
him an outline. He said that
when the results are released. he
will meet with department
heads to discuss them. and
hopefully to use the answers as
constructive feedback. He said
there was always riatir
.n for
improvement in the way the city
operates.
"If we're smart and customeroriented as we should be, we
can use the results as a tool to
improve ourselves." Hudspeth
said.

West KY's Authorized Monessen Dealer/Distributor!

monitored.
fastidiously
Precautions were taken against
all manner of complications —
aspirin to prevent blood clots. a
special drink to settle the stomach. video monitors to watch for
panic attacks.
And officials said the men
were so giddy with confidence
they were squabbling on
Saturday. the day drills broke
through to them. over who
would get to be the last to take a
twisting, 20-minute ride the
half-mile up to a rock-strewn
desert moonscape and into the
embrace of those they love.
A tentative but secret list was
drafted of which miners should
come out first when the extraction begins. probably' on
Wednesday.
But
Health
Minister Jaime Manalich said
the otherwise cooperative miners were so sure of the exit plan
that they were arguing about
sequence.
"They were fighting with us
yesterday, because everyone
wanted to be at the end of the
line. not the beginning.** he told
reporters.
Manalich told The Associated
Press that a few had volunteered
in conversations among themselves to go up first. But none
had volunteered publicly, he
said.
The final order will probably
be determined by two paramedics, one from the Navy and
one from the Codelco state mining company. who will be lowered into the mine to prepare the
men for their journey in a rescue
capsule built by Chilean naval
engineers.
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Murray Police Department
- A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 6:06 a.m.
Sept. 14 at 703 Payne St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 6 53
a.m. at State Route 121 South about four miles out of town
- A theft report was taken at 8:20 a.m. at 1121 Transit Way after
someone reported that CDs were stolen from a car. The owner
of the car also reported that the person also tried to take the CD
player
- A report was taken for a theft frorn a vehicle at 10:54 a.m. at
the Burrito Shack. A CD player and loose change were reported
stolen
- A theft report was taken at 12:12 p.m. at The Chase. An
employee reportedly saw a blond, white male subject in his 20s
pulling out in an older white Chevy pickup truck after the theft of
washers, dryers and a long folding table
- A theft report was taken at 1633 Farmer Ave. at 2:09 p.m. A
female said officers responded the day before when her
boyfriend Y,'3S asked to leave her place. She returned the next
day to find some items missing.
- A theft report was taken at 4:18 p.m. at 1202 South 12th St.
- Damage to a vehicle was reported at 7:13 p.m. at Diugind Dr.
- A structure.fire was reported at 4 .m. Sept. 15 at 504 Elm St.
- A burglary report was taken at 10,47 a.m. at 753 Riley Court.
The homeowner reported finding windows broken upon returning home.
A burglary report was taken at 10.48 a.m. at 502 Meadow
Lane. A house door and cabinets were reported open and
money and medication was missing.
- A report for a stolen debit card was taken at 1:58 p.m at the
police station.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 5:25
p m. at Osborne and Shoemaker roads.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 7.41 p.m. at 801
South 16th St.
- A theft report was taken at 8 p.m. at Pockets on South Fourth
Street.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 1 50
p.m. Sept. 16 in front of Sirloin Stockade on South 12th St.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 7.57
a.m. Sept. 17 at the intersection of Fourth and Chestnut streets.
- A burglary report was taken at 1:27 p.m. at 213 South 16th
St. The caller reported the door being kicked in
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 4.09
p m. on Radio Road north of Murray.
- A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 7:02 a.m.
Sept. 18 at 1700 Magnolia Dr.
- A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 7:04 a.m. at
2217 Traci Di.
- A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 8:33 a.m. at
1101 The Chase.
- A repon for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 8:50 a.m. at
104 Hickory Dr
- A theft report was taken at 8:58 a.m. at 313 Campus Suites.
- A theft report was taken at 9:42 a.m. at University Sorority
Suites.
- A theft report was taken at 9:45 a.m. at 1704 Keenland Dr.
The caller said someone was in the garage the night before.
- A theft report was taken at 10:07 a.m. at 212 Campus Suites
after someone reported a stolen computer.
Murray State University Public Safety
- A caller reported theft of property at Waterfield Library at
12:11 a.m. Oct. 4. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
- An MSU officer notified a complaint of damage to property at
10:12 a.m. at Hester College. A report was taken for criminal
mischief in the third degree.
- A caller reported theft of property at 11:40 a.m. at Waterfield
Library. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under
$500.
- A caller reported possible theft of property at 2:36 p.m. at
Blackburn Science Building. MSU Police were notified and a
report was taken for theft of property lost or mislaid.
- At 11:46 p.m.. Racer Patrol notified rnsu Police of a report of
stolen property at Waterfteld Library. A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking over $500.
- A report for theft by unlawful taking under $500 report was
taken at the Public Safety Building at 1:06 p.rn. Oct. 5 after
someone reported stolen property.
- A report for theft by unlawful taking under $500 report was
taken at the Public Safety Building at 1:15 p.m. atter sorneone
reported stolen property.
- A caller reported a theft in Waterfield Library at 6:20 p.m. A
report was taken tor theft by unlawful taking over $500.
- An MSU officer reported at 7:25 p.m. that callbox #3 at Roy
Stewart Stadium had been damaged. The central plant was notified at 7:31p.m. and a report was taken for criminal mischief in
the third degree.
— Information is obtained from reports
logs and citat:ons from various agencies
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MSU HOMECOMING COURT ROYALTY: Pictured are members of this year's Murray State University Homecoming
Court vvith the 2009 king and queen. Tyler Brockman and
Joanna Smith.
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,AMSTERDAM
Solomon Burke uas born to the
sound of music in an upstairs
room of a Philadelphia church
and went on to become one ot the
greatest soul singers ot the
1960s, renowned as among
music's premiere votalists.
Burke. 70. died early Sunday
of natural causes at Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport. his family said
in a statement on the singer's
website.
police
Airport
Schiphol
spokesman Robert var. Kape!
continued that Burke died on a
plane at Schiphot He arrived
early Sunday on a flight from
Los Angeles and had been scheduled to perform a sellout shov, on
Tuesda in a church converted
into a concert hall m Amsterdam
with local band De Dijk.
Legendary .Atlantic Records
producer Jerry Wexler onc,.
called Burke. "the best sou I
singer of all time.Anti- Records President And
Kaulkin. whose label produce.:
record
comeback
Burke's
"Don't Give Up On Me.- whicl
won him his first and onl
Grammy., said. "Popular musk
today. wouldn't be where it is
without Solomon Burke."
Burke. a giant man ‘k ith a powerful soulful voice to match.
appeared on stage on a throne in
later years partly because of hi,.
regal persona and partly becausc
of health problems. He joined
Atlantic in 1960 and went on n.
record a string of hits in a decal:.
with the label.
Two of Burke's best-knosy
songs reached a wider audience
when they vvere featured in hi!
moy les.
eryhod) Need,
He ATOle
L;ornehotl) fo Love- in 1964 and
it Yvas later featured in the Dan
Aykroyd and John PcInsIn mu( n

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28. 2010 AT 1:00 P.M.
AT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM SERVICE AGENCY
t,
On Thursday Ocr.obei ?N. at 1 CK)pm al Cahoo,ay County Fa,rn Serocc Agency. at :nu rear '1"1, r -c !.a 33-acre farm located at the intersection 01 hrighvray 121 and Cook Store Road wi:I be sold tc the niche:1,i -)

-The Blues Brothers.- The
Rolling Stones and Wilson
Pickett also recorded it.
A bare-chested Patrick Swayze
danced seductively v.ith Jennifer
Grey to Burke's "Cry To Me- in
one ot the most memorable
scenes from the movie "Dirty
Dancing.According to his website.
Burke was born March 21. 1940,
"to the sounds of horns and bass
drums- at the United Praying
Band The House of G(xl for All
People in West Philly.
"From (lay one, literally God
and gospel were the driving
forces behind the man and his
music.- his vvebsite said.
He remained closely linked to
the church as a preacher.
Burke %las inducted into the
Rod. and Roll hall of Fame in
2001.
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Solomon Burke dead at 70
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Save Up To $1,000 From Day One
• When.You.Purehase Atlualifying Trane
Heating And Pooling System*.
Phis... Get Up To $1,500 In Federal Tax Credits**.

Now That's Efficient!

Instant Comfort.
T,J,PA $1,000 Instant Rebate*.
Plus Up To S1,500 In Federal Tax Credits**.
fre,;h
Imagine coming home to an environment that'R
•
dean. anci healthy as it is comfortable Now
time to make that a reality. with a Trane high pertorm,isystem it's never been so easy to own one

Just ourcnase your qualifying Trane system betw','•
August 15 anti October 31. 2010 Maximum corn'
lower heating and cooling costs. and afforriablc
payment options that's the Trane

Or . Choose 5.9', APR FinancIng
Or Zero Interest If Paid In Full
Within 36 Months

Farm has 24 acres of cropland inal was planted in corn in the spring of 2010 The proven,
Cook Store Road and runs along the West fork of Clark s River
The mri,mum

$24•99

acceptacie Pia tor this pi °perry is $32 900 00
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Notice is hereby given tnat cn Thursday October 28. al 1 00prn at Calloway County Farm Service Age., .
office 88 Robertson Road Murray Kentucky. in order to raise the sum ol S25.031 ;t. •r •
S3.391 36 as of November 10 2008 and interest thereafter on the principal at 8 5`' .•
date ot Judgment plus interest on the Judgment amount IpriinctPal plus Interest 1.- •
computed daily and compounded annually. until pad in full and for the costs of this a •
being Cyril Action No S 09CV-201-R on the Paducah Docket ot the United States
aro
entered on May 27 2010. the following described property will be soid to the highest
33-acre farm located 12 miles West of Murray at the intersection of h,ghway 121 and Cook •
Stella communities in Cailoway County. Kentucky Being the same property conveyed
recorded in Deed f3ook 620 at Page 464 Calloway County Clerk s Office
)of the bio price fin the form ot a Certified Check) made pa.i•
TERMS Of SALE Ten percent(10',
ot sale with good ano sufticient bond tot the balance beanng interest at the rate of 35‘,; per al i••
sixty t601 days and said bond having the eftect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Pbrchasc
prope-.
retained by the U S Marshal as a part of the proceedS of the sate and
confirmation by the Court
This sate is intended but it is not warranted. to be in bar and foreclosure of alt night tine inter,
•. ,
0n nf !hp dPfe.tlan'S And Cf al pc-sons C13,TI19 by. thrr,gh vale,or aga,,s,•he,
.
riadern0
•

,

niatters atteo,,,g
net11 ,e ji
the pu,chaser oeemeo be
Farm Loan Manager
Fred L
dffected
Inqu,nes snouSO
Farm Service Agency IFSAI
Mayfield Kentucky
Telephone 270-247-9525
U0(ler ..3*

Ask your cie,tler

for details. Hurry, offers end soon!

Randy Thornton Heating & AC

270-873-4312
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Political blame game a
poor substitute for ideas
k\ 11 t

\\

ski.)

By TOM RAUM
If you don't like the economy, blame President Barack
Obama and Democrats because
they're tnaking times tougher.
Republicans are telling voters
entering the four-week homestretch home-stretch
Look, Democrats say, it's
the Republicans who caused
the financial meltdown.
s bad as high unemployment, record home foreclosures
and bankruptcies are. they'd be
worse if the GOP had succeeded in blocking financial
and auto industry bailouts and
Obama's stimulus plan. Democrats claim.
The duelinEi arguments will
dominate the airwaves airwaves
between now and Nov. 2 in
an election that will turn on
which message is believed.
Because Democrats hold the
White House and both the
House and Senate, they're more
likely. to bear the brunt of an
anti-establishment furor fueled
by the ailing economy.
Each party suggests it holds
the key to future prosperity.
Obama takes frequent credit for averting a Great Depression and for laying the groundwork for a recovery, which
millions of people have yet to
see. He blames the worst economic downturn since the 1930s
on George W. Bush-era policies and Republican intransigence.
Republicans are playing to
their base and trying to‘ tap
into the indignation evident in
the tea party movement.
'They blame soaring deficits
and a near 10 percent joblessness on Obama and Democratic policies, which they say
promote =away spending and
stifle investment and job creation.
The GOP is seeking to tum
the races into a referendum on
Obama. much as Democrats
did in 2006 when Bush was
in the middle of his second term.
"The mood of the country
isn't anti-incumbent — it's antitaxes. anti-spending and antiObama," says House Republican leader John Boehner of
Ohio. He's in line to replace
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
as House speaker if Republicans regain control.
In the latest Associated PressGfK poll, about twice as many
blame Bush for the recession
as blame Obama. But Republicans and Democrats in Congress alike are seen as at fault
by about four in 10 adults,
and Republicans hold a narrow edge as more trusted to
handle the economy.
Nineteen months into his
presidency, Obama can point

to a series of legislative accomplishments that under any other
circumstances would be considered remadcable:
• the $814 billion stimulus
program, which passed shortly
after he took office.
*landmark overhauls of
health care and financial regulation.
ea major education bill.
*a $30 billion fund, enacted this month, to help small
businesses.
*overseeing a $700 billion
bailout.
Government guarantees for
loans made to Chrysler Corporation constituted a bailout.
program for troubled financial
institutions that was started
under Bush.
The White House argues that
Obama gets little credit for
such an impressive run, accomplished with little or no Republican support.
Polls show widespread public skepticism toward the stimulus program, anger over the
Wall Street and auto bailouts.
mistrust of government in general, fears that jobs won't retum
and worries about a national
debt that has grown to $13.6
trillion — more than the nation's
gross domestic product.
A White House repon
claimed the stimulus program
was on track to create or save
3.5 million jobs by the end of
December and that about twothirds of the money had been
committed
government
in
spending
With partisan rhetoric flying, Republicans and Democrats present starkly different perspectives of what's at stake.
conservative
Fiscally
Democrats are resisting pleas
by Obama, Pelosi and Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., to extend the Bush
middle-class tax cuts but allow
taxes to rise on households making more than $250,000 a year.
Neither party "is getting a
clear strategy or message
together,' said Amencan University political scientist James
Thurber
"The election will be about
anger, with not a lot of content," Thurber said.
As for Republicans, he conjured up a reference to Harry
Potter's school.
"I frankly haven't seen any
recommendations from them
that would have significantly
helped," Wyss said. "They're
all in favor of cutting taxes,
not cutting spending. and balancing the budget by. I guess.
Hogwarts Economics."

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the Murray Ledger & Times.
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The law of unintended consequences strikes
It's should be called the law
of unintended consequences,
and Congress should learn to
abide by it. taking enough time
to discover whether the road
they choose to follow is smooth
or filled with ruts.
Back in 2007, the Congress
in their wisdom ruled that starting in the year 2012 the ordinary, incandescent light bulbs
we've been using for ages must
be phased out and completely
regulated away- by 2014.
They are to be replaced by
so-called CFLs, those twisted
fluorescent gizmos that if
dropped become tiny mercury
bombs.
Why do away with something we've been using, without problems, for just about
forever?
Well, because they. allegedly contribute to a deadly hazard that exists only in their
minds -- nonexistent global
warming. Just think, every time
you tum on a light you are
helping to barbecue the planet, according to Mr. Gore and
his fellow global-warming

alarmists in Congress.
Shame on you!
Congress totally ignored the
warnings that the allegedly wondrous CFLs they want to jam
down our throats use high levels ot mercury and when they
break, as light bulbs tend to
do when we drop them. they
scatter mercury like shrapnel
when a shell explodes.
The clean-up required to
undo the damage cause by
dropped CFLs is extensive and
hazardous as well.
In addition, medical experts
warn that when broken. the
bulbs Congress favors can cause
migraine headaches and even
epilepsy attacks.
Moreover they are unreliable in colder temperatures. failing to emit much heat. are
hostile to such gimmicks as
dimmer switches. and their
lifespan is limited by being
frequently tumed on or off.
In addition, in this period
of economic uncertainty and
growing unemployment, the
replacement of our usual bulbs
has cost a lot of jobs.

General
Electric. for
example.
has closed
factories in
Kentucky
and Ohio,
has
and
recently
announced
are
they
Making
closing
Sense
their major
By Michael
incandesReagan
cent factory
Syndicated
in WinchesColumnist
ter. Va. -factory that
employed 2(10 of our fellow
Americans and the last major
manufacturing
incandescent
facility in the United States.
That's good news for China
and other countries that will take
up the slack with CFL manufacture, but will also undoubtedly create a new form of
bootlegging or. rather. bulblegging.
According to the Heritage
Foundation. in an attempt to
undo the damage Congress has

done with this outlandish regulation. Reps. Joe Barton. RTexas. Michael Burgess. RTexas. and Marsha Blackburn.
R-Tenn.. have introduced the socalled "Better Use of Light
Bulbs" (BULB) Act.
It would repeal Subtitle B
of Title III of the Energy Independence and Security Act ot
2007 -- the phase-out of the
incandescent bulb.
Said Rep. Blackburn: "Vv'ashington banned a perfectly.' good
procluct and fired hard working Americans based on little
more than their own whim and
the silly notion that they know
better than the American consumer.
Now, hundreds more Americans are looking for work
while assembly lines in China
are churning out fluorescent
bulbs for the U.S. market."
Does anyone in Congress
care about the plight of American workers, or are they sc
deeply embedded in the fantasies of Al Gore that they are
willing to put American workers out of work?

Dearth of good journalism harmful to everyone
news. My first job out of colBy Peter Funt
lege was in the news departCagle News Service
Theories abound about why. ment at WABC in New York
with so many tech tools at back when it was still a rock
their disposal and so much time 'n' roll powerhouse. Despite the
spent connected and tuned in. likelihood that our audience
Americans seem to be losing resented it, we interrupted
touch with significant news and Cousin Brucie and the other
current events. We're losing D-Js every hour for five minutes of no-nonsense news. Some
the Rub Off Effect.
Just as ink used to rub off listeners switched stations. but
on the hands of newspaper most stuck around: and the
readers - before the advent of news rubbed off.
Today. music stations prosoy-based printing materials the news itself tended to rub vide barely a smidgen of inforoff on people who had a paper mation, often limited to traffic
delivered to their homes, even and weather For millions of
if it only sat on the kitchen listeners to satellite radio. inadvertent contact with news is
table.
even less likely unless they
Sound far-fetched?
Consider the many ways in specifically seek a channel
which we formerly came in devoted to current events.
The situation was pretty.
passing contact with the day's
much the same on TV, where
news. and don't anymore.
Radio stations used to be almost every broadcast station
required by law to present pub- stopped for news once or twice
lic service conteni which. in each night. Nowadays viewers
most cases. took the form of can vvatch cable and satellite

A) LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledgencom.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
Tbe Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar. libel. good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
Lefters of a “thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

24/7 without ever running the Research Center. headlined:
risk of hearing anything that "Americans Spending More
could even loosely be called Time Follovving the News."
-After surveying 3.006 adults
news.
Walking down the streets of by telephone, the Pew study
most cities back in the dayr. news concludes, "instead of replacwas always nearby. It ccras ing traditional new.s platfonns.
stacked up at newsstands and Americans are increasingly inteeven shouted by vendors. Peo- grating new technologies into
ple carried transistor radios their news consumption habits.''
whose messages resonated in As a result. "total minutes with
the pre-earphone era. And it news" has climbed from 67
per day in 2008 to 70 mintended to rub off.
Many would argue that utes today.
But very little explanation
although these old-fashioned
formats have largely. disap- is offered about what constipeared. they've been replaced tutes "news." It may be that
by faster. omnipresent comput- society's definition of news is
er devices that keep us better changing even faster than its
habits about how to get it. The
informed. But :about what'?
Vast numbers of young peo- tip-off conies in a fmitnote
ple don't even bother with e- from Pew indicating. "The pubmail anymore. They skip home lic struggled with a four-quespages of Yahoo or AOL. pre- tion current events quiz - just
ferring Facebook for messag- 14 percent answered all four
ing and dwell on Internet pages c•orrectly."
New.s need not be like bad
that skip over IICWS Of the outtasting medicine. and it shouldside world almost entirely.
Vvrhile information buites n't be forced on consumers or
around us more than ever slipped into their diets. But it
before. it has never been eas- helped when a little news rubbed
off on people. and it's anothICI' 10 11.1111C out.
A strong counter argument er troubling sign of our times
to this rub off theory would that it doesn't happen much
seem to be pmvided in a lengthy anymore.
report just released by the Pecc

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
vcrww.house.gov/whafield

Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
20510

Washington. D C.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
20510

Washington. D C.
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William S. 'Bill' Foy
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Along with her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband. Oran Hopkins: sisters. Marelle Loalman. Roxie Burkeen and
Sue Vinson: and brothers, Clayton Workman and Samuel Workman.
Flopkins is survived by daughters. Dorinda Boyer of
Brownstown. Mich., and Belinda Wiedeman of Lincoln Park: son.
Stephen Hopkins of Lincoln Park: sister, Jo Dortch of Murray: sisters-in-law, Christine Workman of Southgate. Mich.. and Carolyn
McClure of Murray: brother-in-law, Willie Vinson of Hazel: grandchildren, Stephen Hopkins, David Wiedeman and Melissa
Wiedeman: three great-grandchildren: and several nieces and
nephews. Graveside services will be held Tuesday. Oct. 12. 2010. at
the Murray City Cemetery. Online condolences may be left at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Willard Duncan

SS. (oi
died Saturday. Oct. 9. 21110.
y‘.11,ild Dui
funeral um Nes tor William S. "Bill" Foy. 811. of Lexington.
were held today'. Monday, Oct II, at 10:30 a.m. at Kerr Brothers Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired school hus driver for the Calloway
Funeral Honie. Harrodsburg Rd., Lexington.
County schools, Duncan Kith preceded in death by
Foy died on Oct. 7, 2010, at Central Baptist Hospital.
his wife. Delana Duncan. his parents. Andrew
Born at Farmington in Graves County, to Samuel V. and Mary
Duncan and Alma Giles Duncan; and two brothers.
Yates Foy. he graduated from Murray High School and attended
Huie Duncan and Izell Duncan.
Murray' State. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Civil
He is survived by two daughters: Lou Nell
Engtneering from the University of Kentucky and worked at the
Mt,
Duncan Starks and husband. Jerry of Nashville.
Kentucky Highway Department. He was also a founding partner of
Tenn.. and Stacey Duncan of- Murray: two stepL.E. Gregg and Associates. where he worked until his retirement in
daughters. Kim Neal and husband. Darren of
1996. Foy is survived by his wife of 54 years. Anna Lee Osborne
Foy: his brother. Roben Foy: his sisters. June Allen and Jenne!! "MI Murray. and Donna Schaeffer ot Poplar Bluff: two
step-sons: David Schaeffer of Paris. Tenn.. andHoward: children, Elaine. Warren. John and wife. Beckie and Alan:
Duncan
Mark Schaeffer: six sisters. Iva Croft. Ira Albin.
and grandchildren. Caml. Sam, Benjamin and Lera. Expressions of
sympathy can be made to the American Cancer Society, 1504 Geraldine Boaz, Joyce Ann Freeze. Dorothy Jean Stone and Evelyn
Butterworth: and several grandchildren. great-grandchildren and
College Way. Lexington. Ky. 40502.
great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Oct. 12. 2010. at I p.m. at
Doris Hopkins
Doris Hopkins, 85. of Lincoln Park. Mich.. died on Oct. 9. 2010. Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial
Born Jan. 21. 1925. in Muff:1y. to the late 011ie and Susie will follow in the Temple Hill Cemetery. Visitation will he fi om 4-8
home.
Marshall Workman. she was a member of the Grace Cumberland p.m. today. Monday, Oct. I I, 2010, at the funeral
Online condolences may he left at wwwin:esmillercom.
Presbyterian Church in Lincoln Park and was formerly a member of
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Murray

ot Murray. died Sunday, Oct. 10,
Charles Thomas McDaniel.
2010. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements are
incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Online condolences
may he left at www.thethchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Clifton D. Finney
Clifton D. Finney of Coldwater. passed away Thursday. Oct. 7,
after a long illness. A long-time resident of Calloway County, Cliff
was actively involved in many charitable and community organizations. Cliff, the eldest of four children. was bom on leap year, Feb.
29. 1932 to Mr. Bennie D. Finney anti Lovie Kirkland Finney (both
deceased).
Mr. Finney is survived by two sisters. Clysta
Finney Rowland and husband, Gene of Reidland.
Lucy Finney Rogers of Mayfield: and brother-inlaw, Lee Rogers. He is preceded by his sister. Jean
Pat Finney Rogers of Farmington. Mr. Finney is
also survived by his wife. Norma Simmons Finney:
six children: James B. Finney, Sandra Finney
vanGoethem, Sherry Finney Duke, Charlotte
Finney Bunkley, Clifton Dale Finney and Malynda
Finney: along with 15 grandchildren and five greatFinney
grandchildren.
A 1950 Farmington High Schtx)1 graduate and
member of the Farmington Baptist Church. Cliff
went on to serve in the Michigan National Guard
while working and staning a family in Michigan.
Cliff found his life-long career in 1960 when he
moved to California and entered the construction industry. He built
numerous homes as well as cominercial buildings throughout the
Southwest and into Mexico before returning to Kentucky in 196E to
establish Finney Construction Company. which he ran successfully
for 40 years.
In addition to building hundreds of area homes. Cliff's construction career allowed him to work on many area landmarks including
the Jackson Purchase Medical Center. The Sirloin Stockade and a
McDonald's restaurant. Recently', Cliff completed the construction
of a White Haven replica home for Drs. Wade and Bambi Etherton.
Cliff also served on the Calloway County Park Board, Board of
Directors, and as presiding President of Murray Investors
Corporation. In 1974. he was inducted into the honorary order of the
Kentucky Colonels. Additionally. in the 1990's. he was honored as
a Duke of Paducah.
Continuing an association he began in 1964 as a member the Blue
Masonic Lodge #659 in La Habra. Calif., Cliff was admitted to the
Farmington Masonic Lodge #382 when he returned to Kentucky'.
Cliff achieved 32nd Degree Scottish Rite - Madisonville, and
became a member of the Mayfield Commandry No. 49 on his way
to induction into the Mystic Order of the Shrine in 1972. As a
Shriner. Cliff rose to Potentate, Rizpah Shrine. Madisonville.
Kentucky in 1989. He actively served the Shrine. holding numerous
positions including: Past Potentate and Treasurer Emeritus: Past
President - Murray Shrine Club: Past President Rizpah Clowns:
Chairman - Murray Shrine Club Bingo: member Mayfield
Command') No. 49: Royal Order of the Jesters - Westem. Kentucky
Court No. 171: charter member - Rizpah Shrine Legion of Honor:
Past Worthy Patron of Murray Star Chapter 433. Order of Eastern
Star: and Past President Cabiri Club of Past Potentates.
Actively involved in the charitable work of the Shrine hospitals.
Cliff is Member Emeritus of the Board of Governors - Lexington
Shrine Hospital as well as Member Emeritus of National Shrine
Hospitals - Colorado Corporation. Cliff helped numerous children
and their families obtain critical. life-changing and life-saving care
through the charitable work of the Shrine burn and orthopedic hospitals.
Mr. Finney's funeral services will be held Monday. Oct. 11, 2010.
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. 201 South 3rd St..
at
Murray. Viewing will be held from 5-9 p.m. on Sunday. (kt. 10.
2010. with special Masonic service held at 7:30 p.m.. Sunday
evening at the funeral home. Serving as pallbearers will be Mr.
Finney's grandsons: Christopher Bunkley. Steven Bunkley. Scott
Duke. David Finney. Jason Finney. Eric vanGoethem anti Todd
vanGoethem. The Rizpah Legion of Honor will serve as honorary
pallbearers. The family suggests expressions of sympathy may be
sent to the Shriners Hospitals for Children, 1900 Richmond Road.
Lexington. Ky. 40502. Online condolences may be made at
www.thejhehurchillfuneralhome.com.
This i% a paid obituary.
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College dropouts cost
taxpayers billions

WASHINCilON
Dropping out ot college atter a
year can mean lost time. burdensome debt and an uncertain
future kir students.
Now there's an estimate ofwhat it costs taxpayers. And it
runs iv the billions.
States appropriated almost
$6.2 billion for four-year colleges and unit. ersities between
2003 and 20101 to help pay for
the education ot students who
did not return for year two, a
report released Monday says.
In addition. the federal government spent SI.5 billion and
states spent $1.4 billion on
grams for students who didn't
start their sophomore years,
according to "Finishing the First
Lap: The Cost of First-Year
The number attunes published or the length alone or more oldie Student Attrition in America's
and
Colleges
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set bv the Ledger and Four-Year
inversities."
Times policr. Alec has been paidfor additional publithifFe or %pace.
The dollar figures. based on
go% ernment data and gathered
by the nonprofit American
Institutes for Research. are
ineant to put an economic exclamation point on the argument
- The ruling. calling it a decision of that college completion rates
DENVER t \
importance." need improvement.
Justice Department is battling to "exceptional
But the findings also could
save a federal law that makes it Prosecutors noted that the threeillegal to lie atxmt being a war judge panel was split 2-1 with give ammunition to critics who
hero. appealing two court rul- sharply differing views. and that say too many students are
ings that the statute is an uncon- the law is also under challenge attending four-year school% and that pushing them to finish
stitutional muzzle on free in Colorado.
The 9th Circuit hasn't said wastes even more taxpayer
speech.
The fight could be carried all whether it will take a second money.
The Obarna administration.
the way to the U.S. Supreme kx)k.
In C'olorado. prosecutors private foundations and others
Court. where it would face an
uncertain fate. legal analysts announced last week they would are driving a shift froni focusing
ask the 10th Circuit to overturn mostly on making college more
said.
"This is a Supreme Court that the district court decision. That accessible to getting more stuis friendly to parties asserting appeal is expected to be filed in dents through with a diploma or
certificate.
speech rights and skeptical early November.
about restrictions on those
Kannon
said
rights."
Shanmugam, a former Justice
Department official.
Supporters of the law take
the opposite view.
"It could wind up being the
kind of landmark decision that
the Supreme Court is going to
4 OP
have to give very seriocip and
very broad consideration to, and
*e)
I think they•Il come down on
a
Sterner.
Doug
said
side."
our
• Medical Coding
military historian.
The Stolen Valor Act makes
•MedicalAssisting
it a crime punishable by up to a
year in jail to falsely clairn to
have won a military medal.
whether or not an impostor
seeks financial gain.
A three-judge panel of the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco and a
Call today!
federal district court in Denver
kliinVAY
I -ROO-639-639H
have both ruled the law is
on,g,
wwvv.midwayworks.com
First
on
unconstitutional
Amendment grounds.
Last week, government
lawyers in California asked the
full 9th Circuit to reconsider the

Law punishing fake heroes
may go to Supreme Court

Midway College works

Enrolling now for Online programs

Mark Schneider, a %ice picsi
dent at the American Institutes
for Research and former commissioner of the Education
Department's National Center
for Education Statistics. said the
report's goal is to spotlight the
costs ot losing students after
year one. the most common exit
door in college.
"We're all about college
completion right now, and 1
agree 100 percent with the college completion agenda and we
need a better-educated adult
population and workforce,"
Schneider said.
The cost of educating students who drop out after one
year account for betv,een to
percent of states' total higher
approprrat ions.
education
Schneider said. He said the
report emphasizes state spending because states pro% ide most
higher education money and
hold the most regulatory sway
over institutions and can drive
change.
Ohio. for example. has
moved toward using course and
degree completion rates in
determining how mirch money
goes to its public colleges and
universities instead of solely
using enrollment figures.
"VroC recognize an institution
is not going to be perfect on
graduation and completion
rates,- said Eric Fingerhut.
chancellor of the Ohio Board ril
Regents. "But at the same time.
we know they can do better than
they're doing. And if you place
the financial rewards around
completion. then you will motivate that."

!Memorial
9ifis
Potted
Blooming
& Green
Plants

al a

Google tests
car that can
drive itself
WASHINGTON (AP) Google Inc. is road-testing cats
that steer, stop and start without
a human driver. the company
says.
The goal is to "help pre% erit
traffic accidents. free up people's time and reduce carbon
emissions" through ride sharing
and "the new 'highway trains of
tomorrow."• project leader
Sebastian Thrun wrote Saturday
on Cloogle's corporate blog.
never
are
cars
The
unmanned. Thrun wrote. He said
a backup driver is always behind
the wheel to monitor the software.
It's not the first signal that
Google wants to change how
people get from place to place.
In a speech Sept. 29 at the
TechCrunch -Disrupt" conference. Google CEO Eric Schmidt
said "your car should drive
itself. It just makes sense."
"It's a bug that cars were
invented before computers."
Schmidt said.

4*E. STOCK MARKET -REPORT
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V-STAR will meet

Symphonic Wind Ensemble will present concert
Special to the Ledger
Hie
State
Sy mphonic Wind Ensemble will
present its annual President's
Concert on Thursday, Oct. 14. at
7:30 p.m. in the Lovett
Auditorium on campus. The
concert is free and everyone is
inv lied to attend.
The second performance by
the accomplished ensemble this
school year. Dennis L. Johnson.
MSC director of bands and
orchestra and conductor of the
wind ensemble. noted that the
concert program is demanding
yet varied. "We have really hit
the ground running this semester
with television filming and combined appearances. but now it is
our chance to shine. I believe the
audience will truly enjoy the
variety of works we have scheduled."
The President's Concert has

V-STAR will nteet Tuesday, Oct. 12. at
12:15 p.m. at the Calloway Judicial Building.
Bring your Own lunch. They will discuss the
new logo, a benefit concert and Drug Court
Graduation.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Dateb0011
Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday from 9-10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.

Parkinson's group will meet

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday' at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should arrive
by 11:30 a.m. For information. call Dixie Hopkins, 753-6001.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
Photo provided

Pictured is the Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble dunng a performance.
come to symbolize a salute to
the students. staff. faculty and
administration of Murray State
University, he said. "It's basically a musical tribute to all the
various agencies of the universi-

ty who do such great work day
in and day out," said Johnson.
"The wind ensemble and I are
extremely proud to be a part of
this great tradition".
This year the ensemble will

again appear in "Holidays at
Murray State." a KET production shown during the Christmas
season across the country. A new
patriotic special is set to be aired
in July 2011 .

The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 5
p.m. at the Share Care office in the Weaks Community Center.

New Concord Homemakers will meet
The Nev.. Concord Homemakers will meet Tuesday, Oct. 12. at 1
p.m. at the home of Vicki Csatari. The lesson will be on
"Environmental Pollutants and Nutrition: Nuts & Seeds." All members and visitors are encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be
served. For more information. call 436-2089.

Veterans assistance available

Malabo Ladies Golf
The Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf League met at 8:30 a.m. on
Wednesday. Oct. 6, to play, the v.eekly golf league play. Eight ladies
were present.
The winners were Brenda Land. Judy Skinner. Rhonda Pumphrey
and Joanne Welsch. Brenda Land had a chip in on hole #4.
Other ladies playing were Freda Elkins. Betty luda, Daisy
Durham and Kay Norman.
All interested lady golfers are invited to play with the league on
Wedne'sday. Oct. 13. at 8:30 a.m. at the park.

Ladies of Murray Country Club

Photo provided

Pictured is one example of Kenneth Weedman's varied sculpture work.

Marcia Beam was the hostess tor the Murray County Club Ladies
Golf Association two-person Goofy. Golf scramble on Wednesday.
Oct. 6.
The winners were as follows: First place - Barbara Gray and
Susan Johnson: Second place - Bobby Lee and Sheila Henry: and
Third place - Jennifer Crouse and Patsy Green.
For those who wish to play regular gall on Wednesday. Oct. 13,
may show up and be paired at the tee. Nonna Frank will be hostess
for the day'. If inclement weather. they will play cards.
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HAPPENINGS
by Armita Peeler

It has been an interesting
week trying to have activities
with still lots of new carpet
being installed. Howev.er.
did get to enjoy Richard
Dennis. The One Man Band.
on Tuesday'.
Our Murray State students
have continued to entertain us
with different activities. We
played Wii Bowling and the
10-10 Game this week since
the date was 10-10-10.
Ohio has been the state
we've studied this week in
our America the Beautiful
senes. All of the states we've
studied have been very interesting am, we are continuing
to learn things we missed in
school.
Our birthday wishes this
week goes out to Coy
Hardcastle. He turned a
young 97 years old. Happy
birthday Coy and many more!
Friday night we ended the
week with the Mennonite
Harmony Group singing for
us. It was a wonderful way to
kick back and rela‘ alter a
hec;ic week!
...Nothing else looks or jerA
like home hut we come close
Utterback Rd. • Murray, ky
Phone:(270) 759-8700 • I-S&P-231-5014

Senior Troupe meeting to be held
Playhouse in the Park will hold an organizational meeting for the
Senior Citizens Troupe on Oct. 13. at 10 a.m at Senior Citizens
Center. For more information, call Lisa Cope at 759-1752 or show
up at the meeting.

Senior citizen assistance will be available
A legal representative will be available to provide services for senior citizens on Thursday', Oct. 14, at 8:30 a.m. at the Mun.ayCalloway County Senior Citizen Center. For appointment. call 753°929 by Oct. 13. at noon. Appointments must be scheduled.

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more information, call 753-2288.

Beads now available

interesting and unique not ol
light, color and kinesis," said
JMAM Administrator Paula
Lisowsky. "The vibrant. imaginative shapes will appeal to
everyone. but I think small children will be especially drawn to
this work."
"Kenneth
Weedman
Sculpture" runs through Nov.
28. The Janice Mason Art
Museum is open Tuesdays
through Saturday's from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1-4
p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged for group tours.
Admission is free: donations are
greatly. appreciated.
Southern
Kentucky'
Independent Theatre and Janice
Mason Art Museum are subsidiaries
of
the
Cadiz
Community A ts Center. The
Kentucky An,Council. the state
arts agency, supports the Cadiz
Community Arts Center with
state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

A new shipment of bead, made by orphans in Uganda is now
available at New Life Christian Bookstore. All proceeds from the
sale of the beads go to Exile International. a non-profit organization
that provides hope, healing and reconciliation to the child soldiers
and those affected by ths-!war in Congo, Uganda and Sudan.

Supplies needed for school program
The Back-Pack School (Weekend Food Program) has started and
needs supplies. Items can be donated at the Need Line office. Items
requested are gallon-size ziploc bags or lunch size paper bags; individual size 100 percent juice boxes; fruit cups or apple sauce; eightounce shelf stable milk; individual serving size cereal boxes; pop
tarts; peanut butter crackers or cheese crackers: and cereal bars.
Individuals or groups that would like to donate or volunteer may
call 753-6333.

Long Creek Cemetery to hold work day

Photo provided

WHITFIELD RECOGNIZED: U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield. RHopkinsville. left. has been recognized as "taxpayer champion" by the National Tax-Limitation Committee for his efforts to
reduce taxes, rein in federal spending and reduce the national debt. He was awarded the honor by NTLC President Lewis
Uhler. right.

Managing Your Body's Natural Progression
Menopause occurs after oge 40 os o woman s body goes through
important natural changes, most notably the end of her reproductive
period

VII

Delta Department will meet
The Murray Woman's Club Delta Department will meet
Wednesday. Oct. 13, at II:15 a.m. at the club house for the program,
"Domestic Violence" presented by Carla Owens.

SS-representative will be here Thursday

vvill open
sculpture exhibit
Special to the Ledger
Janice Mason An Museum,
Cadiz. announces the opening of
"Kenneth Weedman Sculpture"
on Oct. 15. A public reception,
beginning at 6 p.m. will allow
patrons to meet the artist and be
among the first to enjoy. the
exhibit.
Weedman works in plastic.
Variously colored and ranging
from clear to opaque. the elements are twisted. curved and
folded to form sculpture that
melds into a relationship with its
surroundings.
"Mr. Weedman's work is an

Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesthy. Oct. 12, and
Wednesday, Oct. 13, at the VA Clinic. 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield
from 9 a.m to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal
benefits. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky.
For information. contact Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at(270)
247-2455.

There will be a fall work day at Long Creek Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes on Saturday, Oct. 23. beginning at 10 a.m. The
cemetery' is located approximately one mile west of Lake Barkley
Bridge between the new east and west lanes of US 68/KY 80.
Dunng the construction of the roads, the Long Creek Cemetery can
be accessed by' turning right on the first gravel road after crossing
Lake Barkley Bridge. All friends and family members of those
intered at Long Creek Cemetery are encouraged to bring tools and
prepare for a day of fellowship and maintenance. There will he a pot
luck lunch at noon.

ribenk You
for placing
your trust
in our
office and
voting us
, your
v ete

Murray Woman's Clinic is equipped to help women
progress through menopause, odaptng your
lifestyle to these changes and prescribing any
prescriptions necessary.
If needed, we can offer services such os
hormone replacement therapy to help you
dea! with eorly menopause and symptoms
associated with it
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Just because it's normal doesn't
mean we can't help.
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Dual gospel performance Thursday
Special to the Ledger
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Together for the first time.
Guy Penrod and Jason Crabb
will perform on Thursday. Oct.
14, at 7 p.ni. at the Carson
Center in Paducah. lickets may.
be purchased by calling the box
office or by ordering online at
w.the carsoncenter.org.
Guy Penrod recently departed
after 14 ears as a centerpiece of
Bill Gaither's celebrated "Vocal
Band." With the launch of
**Breathe Deep," Penrod is not
looking to change the face of
country music. only to bring a
new perspective to its best
attributes.
Bom in Abilene, TeYas. the
son of a preacher, Penrod grew.
up in church and is no stranger
to country music. He become a
major voice-first in Nashville's
creative scene "behind the
scenes" - and later center stage
as a major name in Scuthem
Gospel. During the early *90s,
he was an in-demand session
singer in Nashville working in
the studio with the biggest
names in both country and
gospel music. TNIsTs "Music
City
Tonight" introduced
Penrod to wider national audiences as part of the vocal quartet

ovided

Alice. played by Benton resident Leuen Jackson. bumps into the Red Queen. Paducah resident Maria Miller. in the Market House Theatre production of Disney's "Alice in Wonderland Jr."

Market House Theatre presents
'Alice in Wonderland Jr.'
Special to the Ledger
Market House Theatre presents Disney's "Alice in
Wonderland Jr." on Oct. 14-17
and 23-24. This comic musical
based on the classic animated
Disney movie will be brought to
life onstage by a cast of youth
ages 8 -17 at the downtown
Paducah theatre.
Join Alice's madcap adventures in Wonderland as she chases the White Rabbit, races the
Dodo Bird. gets tied up with the
Tweedles, raps with a bubbleblowing Caterpillar and beats
the Queen of Hearts at her own
game. This fast-paced show features updated dialogue and new
arrangements of such classic
Disney songs as "I'm Late,"
"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah," and
"The Unbirthday Song."
The show is packed with outrageously colorful characters
played by a mix of MHT veterans and newcomers. Benton
native Leiren Jackson makes her
• MHT debut in the title role of
Alice. The Cheshire Cats are
played by MHT veterans Brenna

p

Adams, Shelbe Overby and
Michael Ellen Walden. Jamie
Hagood
plays the cool
Caterpillar with Emily Yocum in
the dual roles of Alice's older
sister Mathilda and Rose. a
preppy flower. Zane Birdsong
makes his MHT mainstage
debut as the hyperactive White
Rabbit, with Benton native Judd
Cavitt and Paducah's Eileen
Doan as Tweedle Dum and
Tweedle Dee. Derek Estes
makes his, second MHT appearance in the role of the Mad
Hatter with Tanner Hagood in
his first MHT role as the March
Hare.
Maria Miller plays the overbearingly comedic Queen of
Hearts, with Hickory resident
Buddy Jackson as the meek
King of Hearts. Snooty flowers
include Maggie Malone, Sarah
Byassee, Natalie Shadrick,
Emma Johnson, Kara Donnelly.
Caroline
Hancock.
Meg
Meiners and Khristan White.
Donnelly and White are making
their first MHT appearance.
Newcomers Rachel Alford and
Jacob Vvreitlauf play. the

Doorknob and the Dodo Bird,
respectively'.
Completing the cast as the
chorus of kids, playing cards
and lobsters are Jamie Black,
Sydney Robertson, Will Clark,
Belle Salchli. Laney Yancey,
Reagan Johnson. Kelly Black.
Ryan Bass and Kate Story.
Robertson. Clark. Yancey,
Johnson. Bass and Story are all
making their first MHT mainstage appearance. Clark and
Yancey are Symsonia residents
while Johnson hails from
Vienna, Ill. April Cochran,
MHT's education director
directs, with Cindy Miller as
music director. Sara Hughes is
the assistant director. with Jade
Cochran as youth assistant.
Performances are Oct. 14-17
and Oct. 23-24, with showtimes
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursdays and
Fridays; and 2:30 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays. There
are also six school matinee performances. For more information or for tickets, contact
Market House Theatre at (270)
444-6828 or visit www.mhtplay.com.

Guy Penrod

Jason Crabb

that apreared nightly on the family, has pursued his calling
live. 90-minute telecast.
ever since.
"I g.ot to sing behind some of
Crabb has performed at
the great legends of country Carnegie Hall, become a "fan
music who 1 grew up listening favorite" at the Grand Ole Opry,
to, as well as backing new anists appeared regularly on the
like Kenny Chesney and Shania Gaither Homecoming Series
Twain at a point when their videos, and sang for the Rev.
careers were just launching,- Billy Graham's farewell crusade
Penrod said.
in New York City. He has perJason Crabb. longtime lead formed in churches at home in
vocalist for The Crabb Family, the U.S. and around the world.
was bolt to sing. Mentored by He is Grammy nominated and a
Bill Gaither, Crabb hit the road 10-time Dove Award winner.
at age 14 and, alongside his

AA lists its present schedule
Alcoholics 11 a.m. closed, no smoking, 6 Saturday in the month at 8 p.m.
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings at p.m.. closed, ladies meeting. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck. Closed
615 South 12th St.. in the smoking, 8 p.m., open, smok- meetings are for people who
Southside Shopping Center ing; 'Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, think they have a problem with
smoking, big book meeting; alcohol and want to give it up.
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as fol- Friday. 12 noon. open. no smok- Open meetings are for anyone
lows: Sunday,8 p.m., closed, no ing, lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m. who wants to attend an AA
smoking, 12x12 study; Monday, open. smoking. Newcomers; meeting.
For information, call Mitch at
noon, open. no smoking, 8 p.m. Saturday. 10 a.m., open. noopen, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m. snicking,8 p.m. open. no-smok- 753-9320,Chuck at 436-2552 or
closed, no smoking: Wednesday. ing. speaker meeting: last Dixie at 873-8172.
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New Patients ...Always
Drs. Susan Heffley:& Emily Gupton
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Information
,210-1531055,
STONE-LANG CO.

Dr. Hefflety is a graduate.of the University of Evansville nd the
University of Louisville School of Medicine She complete her
residency ift Family arid Geriatric Medicine at the University o
Louisville
Dr. Gupton is a graduate of the Murray State University and
the Nova Southeastern University College of OsteoPathic
Medicine. She completed her residency in Family Medicine idt
the University of Louisville.
Appointments with both Dr. Heffley and Dr. Gupton can be
made by calling 270-759-9200

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust-

Over 130 Years of Service To This Area

1000 South 12th Street, Murw 270.759.9200.
www.primaryearemedicalcenter.com
Mon -

8am - 8pm I Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sttn: 1 - 6pm
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MISAA STATE GOLF
TOURNAMENT

MURRAY STATE 72, MISSOURI STATE 59

RICK Y MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County senior Chasten
Howard makes his approach on the
14th hole at Bowling Green Country
Club Saturday in the final round of
the
KHSAA
State
Golf
Championships.

Lakers drop
to seventh
after early
struggles
HOWARD IA: k
CALLOWAY IN FINAL
ROUND OF PREP COLF
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. --- As Chasten
Howard walked off the Igth green Saturday,
he couldn't help hut flash a snide at head
coach Steve Smith.
T h e
senior put
KHSAA State Goff
together
Tournament
roovueiruis thi.rte
Team Leaderboard
79 and 715 1 Lexington
Chnstian
weekend.
leading his
Calloway
County
steeavill'ient?haplace finish in the
KHSAA
S
rta
()
;4
te 110

297 303 60i,
2 loulsville St Xavier 309 305 614
3s
4
Wies
4144
Je
tyssamme
313 31r,
322 31c
5 Corban
5 Greenup Co
3
32
14
5 32
18
7 64
t-42
7 Calloway Co
316 330 646
-Brock Sammons
.10 .13
-Chasten Howard
•7 .6
-Daniel Hamer
.4 .13
-Hunter Garrison
.7 •13
-Matt McReynolds .12 .10
8 Lou Christen Aced 316 332 648
8 Ree
648
10 Lex Henry Clay
328
327 328
330 657

!lament at Bovding Green Country,' Club.
As the nest-to-last Laker to finish up his
final round Saturday. Howard put down his
bag, sighed in relief. then cracked a smile and
told Smith,"I did what I wanted to do."
The Lakers. who were tied for filth after
Friday's first round of 31(). shot a final round
310, facing similar issues that plagued almost
▪ See LAKERS,28

Smith guts
out final
round
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
For Murray
High senior Jordan Smith. Saturday's final
round in the KIISAA State Golf Tournament
was tough to swallow.
Smith walked off the green at the Nth
having tired his worst round of high school
golf since eighth grade. a testament to how
difficult the course at Bowling Green
Country Club played over the weekend.
"A had swing here will cost you," said
Murray High head coach Chris Graham.
who made the trip with Smith. who qualified
as an individual after winning the First
Region championship "Ile never really go
going, hut that happens sometimes."
For Smith. who entered the final round in
a tie for 12th place, Saturday's li6 came after
a first-round 77 in which the senior gutted it
out to finish with a good more.
"I didn't really play that well on Friday,
8.Pr1 finind a way. to get the ball in the hole."
he said "I Will% able to just grind it out, and
finished with a good score."
Several players struggled with the pin
location and the speed of the greens on
Saturday. hut Smith said the speed was not
the issue for him. it v...as simply a lack of
ever:talon after lea% mg the tee hos.
"I hit my driver well," he said. "Maybe
the hest I have all year, hut then I would hit
^.117it nr

TOMMY DILLARD / edger 5 Tin
Murray State wide receiver Marcus Harris hauis in this 28-yard
touchdown pass, the final score of the-garne in the Racers' 72-59
win over
Missouri State at Roy SteWart Stadium on Saturday. Harris
caught nine passes for 213 yards and five touchdowns

Wild horses
OFFENSE REWRITES RECORD BOOKS
AS R WERS OUTGUN BF,ARS
*TOMMY MARV
Sports Editor
N'hen he was hired in December.
(.'hris Hatcher appealed to Murray.
State's rabid basketball fan base by
promising he'd put a similarly-fast
paced product on the firothall field.
Even Hatcher might have struggled
to conceive Saturday's record-shattenng
72-59 Homecoming victory' over
Missouri State.
The Racers (2-4. 1-2 OV(71 set a
modeni-day school record for points
sCOT0c1, and sophomore quarterback
Casey Brockman. the local Calloway
County product getting his first start of
the season on Homecoming, set ncw
single-game records for passing yards
and touchdowns.
Brockman's college c.areer continues
to he storybook. After coming to
Murray State a% it walk-on, he won his
first start late last season and has now
etched his name into the record books of
the school lot which he grew up rooting.
"I remember the two quarterbacks I
grew up idoliiing. Justin Firente and
Stewart Childress," he said. "1 always
thotn:lit .11.1s1111 1:11ente was the haddest

Made to be Broken
Seyetal

MUfrOy Stale fOCOldIS lell
Oft Satu,day The new records and old records
are Irsted below
Points scored
72 (vs Missoun St , 2010)
-71 (vs lowa Wesleyan leen
Total offense (yards)
816 (vs Missouri St , 20101
800 (vs Tennessee St 2000)
Passing yards
570(Casey Brockman vs Missouri St
2010)
553 tJusttn Ftrente vs Southern 111enDIS
• ,)991
Passing touchdowns
7 iCasey Brockman VS MISSOUtl SI
2010)
-6(Michael Proctor, vs Austin Petty 1989)
Receiving touchdowns
-5 (Marcus Harris.
Missouri St 20101
-4 (Terrance Tillman vs UT Martin 1999)

man alive. He was so good. and it's just
kind of neat because I don't put myself
in that category at all."
Senior receiver Marcus Harris
got in on the act, becoming Murray
State's all-time single-game leader in
touchdown receptions.
The Racers' eye-popping 816 yards
•See RACERS,2B

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Quarterback Casey Brockman runs for yardage during the first
half
of Saturday's game. Brockman threw for 570 yards, setting
a singlegame Murray State record.

Gaudy numbers aside, these Racers won't quit
Lost iti the shuttle .)I the recordbreaking numbers posted Saturday was
perhaps the true meaning of Murray
States 72-59 win over
r
Missouri State at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
It was the Racers'
#
first win over a
Division I non-conference opponent since
20(g). when the Ra(..ers
heat Indiana State.
BETWEEN
The
Sycamoi es
THE LINES wen: one ot the worst
teams in FCS football
Tommy
that season. so you
Dillard
have to go even farther

State's last Win over a quality non-conWhat was even more impressive
ference opponent -- 2002, when they about Saturday was the
way Murray
heat Southern Illinois.
State did it, and I'm not talking about
Sidenote: 2002 was the last time the gaudy numbers the Racers
put up.
Murray State v..on an Ohio Valley
I•ni talking about how they found a
Conference championship.
way to climb out of multiple holes. the
The Bears do fall in the quality most daunting a 21-3 deficit alter
a
opivonent category, no matter how comedy of errors to open the game.
poriruN their defense looked on
Missouri State's offense never
Saturday
slowed down, either, putting a mounMissouri State was just a week tain of pressure On the Racer offense to
removed from defeating top-20 respond nearly every time they touched
N'otingstown State. They also play in the hxuball
the Missouri Vidley Conference. which
"We knev. we had t.) score," said
routinely fields several teams in the running back Mike Hams. the Racers'
FCS playoffs and is usually responsible first 200-yaid rusher since 2006.
Ita knocking the OVCs one represen- "Every single opportunity we
had to
•
•
posiseason
m
"

How did Munay State do
They
channeled their inner horses.
No senously. they did.
"It might sound kind of corny, hut
last night we saw a movie, Secretanat.record-breaking receiver Marcus Harris
said. -That's all I was thinking about,
for real, donng the game I guess that
movie helped to motivate the team."
Sure, even after the biggest Racer
football victory in some time. there is
still plenty of ammunition tor the
naysayers
After all, the defense gave up 59
points.
As g,00d its the trireme was. ies hard
MI See WIN,2B

ZB •

Nlonda.(ktober

SPORTs

II. 2010

•Smith

•Win

From

to imagine the Racers v% inning

a good shot and catch a

gift-wrapped tum-

bles on kickoffs in the fourth

If y.ou throw out the ndiculous
statistics. is it a "signature" win
Hatcher

for

the

and

Racers?

we

do know about

land

we've seen it

But what

For

Murray

men

players

Grahani

in

and

son

Blake

sophomore

Jay.

could get a feel for the atmosplaying

in

is that these guys will never, ev.er

made them want to come here
even

throw in the towel.
Most of that credit goes to the
like

who

was

Casey'
never

known to quit dunng his illustrious

high

school

more.-

"They

Graham

were excited

said.

and

you

could tell this was something
that they really wanted to try to
Smith said he

career. and

Ledger & Times
Murray senior Jordan Smith sinks his final putt as a member of the Murray High golf team on the 18th hole
Saturday at Bowling Green Country Club.
RICKY MARTIN /

do."
was excited

Marcus Harris, the senior playing

about playing in the tournament.

on a bad knee.

but wishes

"Casey did a great job of lead-

he

would hay e fin-

ished better.
this

senior. 14 hose career wearing the

Good advice from the Tiger

black and gold is certainly not
soon to be forgotten.

ing. keeping the boys up on the

His lesson learned. however?

"That's

sideline.- Hatcher praised. "He

"Never give up and keep try-

weekend."

ing no matter what." he said.

deserves a lot of credit.-

KHSAA Sports Today
Boys Soccer
2nd District Tournament la! Mut,ay
Today
lAurray vs Como-1,1,1i Chrl,t1,
1 7p
Graves Co vs 1.,,Avfti+1,
Gids Soccer
2nd District Tournament (at Murray)
Today
Mayfield ,s Carlowa; Cc, 5 p rn
Volleyball
Ith District Tournament (at Calloway)
Today
Marshall Co vs Calloway Co 6 p m
Murray vs Christian Fellowship 7 15
pm
OVC Football
Saturday
Jacksonville St 30 UT Martin 20
Murray St 72, UT Martin 59
Tennessee Tech 34. Austin Peay 14
SE Missouri St 19 Tennessee St 17
Eastern Kentucky 35. Eastern Illinois 7
State Football
Saturday
Kentucky
34
Aubum 37.
Louisville 56 Memphis 0
Florida International 28 W.,,ir‘rr
Kenr,ck.,,21

first-hand.
"Blake and Jay both told me

Brockman.

SCOREBOARD

the championship

seeing Jordan play this weekend

guys

what

I

learned

A little of that eredit goes to
the defense as wel . They. never
quit. either.

•Racers
From Page 1B

And they may have provided
Saturday's

most

memorable

moment - when Harry McCall

of offense

fourth quarter to secure the victo-

ry.

set

"We were struggling with our

unfortunately, a lot of the adjusta

modenn-day

kickoff coverage." Hatcher said

ments didn't work."
The Racer defense stiffened

of his team's first kickoff fumble

Brockman and Harns posted

when it rieeded to, however, when

recovery "We don't tackle very

downright gaudy numbers. with

senior linebacker Harry' McCall

well on that team. We figured if

record.

sacked Cody Kirby late in the

Missouri State quarter-

we sky-kicked it far to the left.

yards, completing passes at a 78

back Cody Kirby. on 4th-and-8

maybe the guy would fair-catch it.

Racers rallied from a 14-3 deficit.

percent clip, and finding the end

with 3:24 left in the game. ending

Fortunately for us. he tried to run

At Jacksonville State, they fell

zone seven times.

what would be the Bears' final

it and we stripped it out."

former throwing

the
At

Central

Arkansas,

the

behind 30-14.

those games, but it finally paid
in

the

for 570

Harris, who promised a victo-

The) roared back in each of

off

win

column

on

Saturday.

pion was impeded at the start of

chance at a comeback.
The Racers, who fell behind

attack set records, the Racers qui-

21-3 early and trailed 52-38 with

etly accumulated 246 yards on the

caught nine passes for 213 yards

less than three minutes remaining

ground.

and five touchdowns.

in the third quarter. got a succes-

accounting for 216 of those yards.

conference

last

"Wow, I didn't know Mike had

giune.

Horse

Harris

200-plus." Brockman said after

"With

NVild

Mike

back into the

that lifted them

the

with

sion of big plays on special teams

against their secondary." he said.

Kienan

(Brockman) throwing like he did.

receiving a stat sheet during the
Cullen

sprang

an

postgame media conference. "It's

up the ground. V%'hat did he do

we just knew if we played to the

onside kick on the Bears after

just like vve're playing Nladden

after that? Win five races in a

best of our ability.. like coach

Murray State cut thc lead to 52-

right now. "It's unreal. I've never

TOW'.

Hatcher says, we'd win."

45. and the Brockman-Harris con-

seen anything like this."

many

games do

the

Racers have left on the schedule?
Fi ve

the

Missoun State nearly' matched

nection provided the equalizing

as

touchdown on a 60-yard scoring

Racers blow for blow

Murray.' State's defense succame

Then, after the

The Bears 12-3, 1-1

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• A man

MVC)

Brockman's

Saturday than at any.' other point
this season.

Duane Brady. recovered a fumble

It was quintessential Hatcher
football. with the quarterback act-

racked up 607 yards of offense.

on the ensuing kickoff. a sky kick.

436 of which came on the ground.

setting up Murray State for the

ing

"Our defense has been playing

go-ahead score on a 30-yard Mike

receivers make plays in the open

Harris run.

field.

a little bit over its head the past

who neglecs

Racers had

once again evened the score at 59.

second consecutive week.

Hatcher praised

leadership of the offense. which
he said was run more efficiently.

pass.

to big play' after big play for the

his

as distributor, letting

Hatcher

The Bears would lose the kick-

"Casey did a great job of lead-

his duty as a citizen

acknowledged. "We got exposed

off once again on a similar kick.

ing the team." Hatcher said. "It

is not entitled to his

tonight. We didn't play without

and this time it was Tyler La% ea

didn't seem like lie threw

rights as a citizen.

intensity. but we've got great con-

whojumped on the loose ball. set-

incompletions at all. Since he's

fidence in those guys, and you've

ting

got to give Missoun State credit.

Harris touchdown pass to give

We made a lot of adjustments. and

Sturray State. a 72-59 lead.

- Tiono

couple

A\

of

weeks,"

2010 Postseason Baseball Glance
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
American League
Tampa Bay vs. Texas
Wednesday_ Oct, 6
•
Texas 5 Tamp,
Thursday. Oct. 7
Texas 6. Tampa Bay 0
Saturday, Oct 9
Tampa Bay 6, Texas 3
Sunday, Oct. 10
Tampa Bay 5, Texas 2 se:ies tred 2-2
Tuesday, Oct. 12
Lee 12-9) at Tampa Bay
Texas
iPrice 19-6) 7 07 p m
Minnesota vs. New York
Wednesday, Oct. E
New York 6, Minnesota 4
Thursdey. Oct. 7
New York 5 Minnesota 2
Satuniay, Oct. 9
New York 6. Minnesota 1. New York
wins seres 3-0
Ratans' League
Philadelphia vs. Cincinnati
Wednesday. Oct. 6
Philadeiorua 4. Cincinnati 0
Friday, Oct. 8
Philadelphia 7 Cincinnati 5
Sunday. Oct. 10
Philadelphia 2. Cincinnati 0.
Philadelphia wins s'eries 3-0
San Francisco vs. Atlanta
Thursday. Oct. 7
Sari Francisco 1 Atlanta 0
Fnday. Oct. 8
Atlanta 5. San Francisco 4 11 innings
Sunday, Oct. 10
San Francisco 3 Atlanta 2, San
Francisco leads senes 2-1
Monday, Oct. 11
San Franci.sco iBurrigarner 7-6) ai
Atlanta ID Lowe 16-12i 6 37 p m
Wednesday. Oct. 13

While Murray State's passing

week.

press

"We thought we could do well

his first race and couldn't make

sacked

ry dunng the Racers' pregame

Kind of like Secretariat.
The last Triple Crown chain-

Hov%

intswance

John Williams '

Roth along on the tnp. so they

at Central

offense.

Nobody can protect yodr AUTO
any better than we cart!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415

High, Graham

brought two of his underclass-

Arkansas and Jacksonville State)

before this season

Haverstock Insurance Agency

thing going."

phere and see the pressure of

That's difficult to say

this team

bad

break. I just could not get any -

quarter. giv ing Murray State what
amounted to three consecutive
offensive possessions.

%turn

11:11F 1E' EN CPAl FrED
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v.ithout

Murra, Ledger &

up another Bax:kman-to-

any

been playing. we're just moving

•Lakers
-This

Calloway', which had one of

course

just

better the last five or six holes.-

the earlier tee times with sopho-

Smith said. "It was just a little too

Matt McReynolds teeing

late though. We've had some

more

keeps

early in

knocking you.- Smith said. "You

off at 7:18 a.m., struggled

get so easily penalized too. If you

their first round, but salvaged the

miss a fairway. you're penalized.

round on the final five holes.

if you miss a green. you're penal-

Smith said he has seen his

ized. and if you short-side y.our-

team struggle at the beginning ot

self. you're almost dead.

tournaments this year. but usually

rounds this

we've

year w.here

started off slow. but we have kind
of righted the ship. Today. on this
course, it's kind of hard to do that.
"Usually. when

you

play, a

course. you get a stretch of holes

"We were hitting certain spots

they. are able to tum their round

where atiout every two or three

of the green. the no-man's land

around before it has too much

holes y.ou'll have one that you can

and we just didn't strike thc ball

effect.
Such

well. but the course play.ed tough

kind of breathe easy. on. but this
was not the case on

"Ov'erall, we played a little

struggled.-

et

Itsinth.

turn.
SI hx,
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one keeps punching you."
I

final round on Saturday'. filing a
78. McReynolds was next with an

'
000 1*

CASTIACRIAN IIRE REPAIR, INC,
"Serving The Area for Over 50 years
1880 State Rt. 121 So.• Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday-Friday TOO a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

BO 55 HANDHELD BLOWER

G000/Y
-EAR
195/65R15
215/70R15
235/75R15
205/55R16
225/60R16
255/70R16
225150R18
245/65R1i
265/70R17

.

EAGLE LS
INTEGRITY
WRG
EAGLE LS
EAGLE RSA
WRG RTS
EAGLE LS
..FORTERA HL
WRG ATS BW

275/65R18

WRG SRA

$138.00
$160.00

275/55R20

EAGLE LS

$149.00

KUMHO

Garrison

and

Daniel

Harper.
Harper

MS 290 STIHL FARM BOSS

$50;

205/60R16
235/65R18
285,70R17
215/55R17
225/60R17
235/55R17
235/65R17

$68.00
S129.00
$142.00
$80.00
$88.00
$82.00
$91.00

KH 17
KR 21
AT BW
KH 16
KH 16
KH716
KH 21

With

both

How.ard

and

Simmons turning in their final
scorecard wearing a Laker polo.
Smith had nothing but praise for
his senior duo.
"Those two have been a part

ENERGY

245/70F317

LTX A/S
PIL01 HX
PILOT HX

225/50R17
235/50R18

SAVER

c113 00

$141.00
$134.00
$160.00

plished as much as anyone that

accept

I've coached.

ity

years,- he said. "They. have been

couldn't he more
proud of them. What a great

GET

STIHL

bunch of kids to spend all this

PROTECTED

"C.1

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net

SAILUN
FEDERAL
MATRIX

$64 00
$62 00
$81.00

FEDERAL

225/60R16
285/75R16
285/75R16

FEDERAL
BUCKSHOT
FEDERAL MT

873.00
$72.00
S170.00
S146 00

kids that they tire that makes it
fun for me.-

the links. but his confidence in
next year's squad. even with his
and

$69.95
$49.95
S26.95
(MOST VEHICLES)

•Prices Include. Mounting. Computer Balanc:ng. Valve
Stems ti Free Rotation

Howard's departure. was

obvious.

did," Simmons said. "We were
fifth after the first day. and that's
really good, we just couldn't quite
finish it out, but that's alnght.

2:

sP
(271

(271

[Ez

Black
Lab
Purple
1091 o

"But they. ought to be a lot better next year too. V%e' c got some
to be able to put up a good score
next year. then come up here and
finish pretty good.Smith

will

have

Harper.

McReynolds and Garrison all
hack to anchor Calloway
Region champions.
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As for Simmons, who said the

young kids coming in. they' ought
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time voth. ...It's just the quality ot

here and do pretty good and we
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rogion. it was a bittersweet day' on
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of this five for basically

team's first goal was to win the
With Purchase ot the MS 790
MS 311 or MS 391 chain CaVY

REAL I
Class.
deloisei

was the fira-round

leader for the Lakers after shoot-

"They have a lot to hang their

T7RES

aki

$35995

Hunter

last to tee off on Saturday..

$70.00
$72.00
$84.00
$84.00
$88.00
S116.00
$121.00
$134 00

f

82. followed by a 75 from senior
Brock Simmons and juniors

ing a 76 on Friday and was the

$14995

REAL MEN
VVEAR CHAPS

4,1

Howard led the Lakers in thc

Saturday..

and we are not the only ones that

- Optional vaCIAIIISTI and gutter kit
attachments
-

411111111111

Michi

every team on Saturday.

AFFORDABLE

National Football League
Ali Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T Pct
750
3
N Y Jets
3
1
0 750
New England
2 2 0 500
Miami
0 5 0 000
Buffalo
South
W
L T Pct
3 2 0 600
Houston
3 2 0 600
Jacksonville
3 2 0 600
Tennessee
3 2 0 600
Indianapolis
North
W
L T Pet
4
/
0 800
Baltimore
3
1
0 750
Pittsburgh
2
3 0 400
Cincinnati
1
4 0 200
Clevetand
West
W
L T Pct
O 750
3
1
Kansas City
2
3 O KC
Oakland
2
3 O 400
Den
2
3 O 400
San Dego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
E3SI
W
L T Pict
Washington
3 2 0 600
N Y Giants
3 2 0 600
3 2 0 600
Philadelphia
1
3 0 250
Dallas
South
W
L T Pct
0 800
4
Allanta
0 750
Tampa Bay
3
I
3 2 0 600
New Orleans
0 5 0 000
Carolina
North
W
L T Pct
4
1 0
Chicago
3 2 0
Green Bay
'
1
2 0
Minnesota
1
4 0 20C
Detroit
West
Pct
3 2 0 600
Arizona
Seattle
2 2 0 500
St Louis
2 3 0 400
San Francisco
0 5 0 000
Sunday's Games
Detroit 44 St Louis 6
Baltimore 31 Denver /7
N Y Giants 34 Houston 10
Washington 16. Green Bay 13 CT
Chicago 23, Carolina 6
Atlanta 20. Cleveland ID
Jacksonville 36, Buffalo 26
Tampa Bay 24, Cincinnati 21
Indianapolis 19. Kansas City 9
Arizona 30 New Orleans 20
Tennessee 34_ Dallas 27
Oakland 35. San Diego 27
Philadelphia 27. San Francisco 24
Monday's Game
Minnesota at N Y Jets 7 30 p m

the ball more consistently."
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..... CLASSIFIED AD RATES 010
020
025
030
040
093
060
070
090
100
110

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check

coded) at San Francisco
-10) 7 07 p m if neces

tne first insertion of trier ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
'esponsible for only one incorrect

al Football League
di Times CDT
:AN CONFERENCE
East
T Pet
W
0 750
3
750
0
3 1
2 2 0 500
0 5 0 000
South

T

Pct

3
3
3
3
North
W
4
3
2
1

2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0

600
600
600
600

L
/
1
3
4

T

Pet

0 800
0 750
0 40o
0 200

West
W

L

T

W

Pct

South
W

L

Pct

3
3
0

1
1
2
5

0 800
0 750
0 600
0 000

North
w

L

T

4
3
1
1

1
2
2
4

0 800
0 600
0 333
0 200

2
2
3
5

0 600
0 500
0 400
0 000

West
W

T

Louis 6
Denver 17
4. Houston 10
6. Green Bay 13 OT
:arokna 6
leveland 1D
36. Buffalo 26
4, Cincinnati 21
19. Kansas Crly 9
iew Orleans 20
t. Dallas 27
3an Diego 27
27. San Francisco 24

ondays Game
Jets 7 30 p m

be made

Fawn Era/dense.
Heavy EqUilpInent
Sports 60.14,441
Fanwood
taustcal
Monde Horne Lots For Sale
Mood@ Homes For Sale
Noble Homes For Rent
Mobrle Home Lots For Rent
Bowe's Rentals
Apartments Fot Rant
Rooms For Rent
Howes For Rent
Storage Rentals
Cornmercel Properly
Pets & Super's,
Livestock & Sonatas
Po.c Sale
Lend For Rent or Lease

436
135
440
445
:5
55'
460
470
400
495
490
495
SOO
510
520
530
560
570

P4,11 Estete
Lake Property
Lots F. Sate
LOH For Rent
farms For Sale
acreege
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
0 Lao Pads
Sport Utoley Velscles
Used Cars
Vans
tlwd trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Ser.,. &rated
Free Column
Tobacco & Supra.,

DEADLINES
Monday

Sk.50 Column Inch, wif • Discount 2nd Run,
Mr , Discount 4rd Run.
Ill l O.i. Mior Rio, ivor,,, i-, lio,r, .
SI.3S per column inch ertra for Monday (Shopping fitodet
1,1_Nii. 4.1,611,S '

Non 10a.m.

*ednesday

kr '2p.m.

Additional f (ins,(Oki( Day,• S 12 per vs'ord per ciav

ar Olt.any seenhalset kiwi.,

_ iiiiivionv

F11.10a.m.

Tuesday

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each

stmootimisir ,

Fn.10a.m

Smart Saver

Thursday

Ned,10a.re.

Fnday

Thur.10 am,

Saturday

Ike 12p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Departnient at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

and

Daniel

was the fir.i-rountl
the Lakers after shootin Friday and was the
off on Satunlay.
both
Howard and
aiming in their final
wearing a Laker polo.
nothing hut praise for
duo.
two hate been a pan
ve for basically Itrui
said. "They. have been
and they've accommuch as anyone that
ed.
have a lot to hang then
nd I couldn't be more
them. What a great
kids to spend all this
...It's just the quality ot
they tire that makes it

Simmons, who said thc
it goal was to win the
vas a bittersweet day. on
hut his confidence in
s squad. even with his
'ard's departure. was

ere hoping to come up
Jo pretty gtxxl and w.e
mons said. "We wen:
the first day'. and that's
J. we just couldn't quite
it, but that's alnght.
ey ought to be a lot bet!ar tito. We'y gig stgric
s coming in, they ought
to put up a good score
then come up here and
ty good."
will have Harper.
Itls and Garrison all
mchor Calloway next
Liking to repeat as First
antpions.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

(-enter Ridge Water District has filed an application with the Public Servo(
Ceninnselon to increase its rates for water service Center Ridge has not reque
ed a general rate increaae since 2003, and ItA COM. have increased xince then T•
proposed effectio,date of the change 16 NoVeMber 15.2010.

Brathaven of Benton is currentiy
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position VVe also offer an
=iixcellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply on person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E,AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

MOSILIIIVIsidgc

C.urecnt.;
Slh 66

3'.

41,5:1111A
61/, '-rorr

Prem.:mesh
eze 05 r.o. Tax = 826 4+4

Tar. = $19 22
Al()ST1111 ell LAI
L'L'RHENT BATT,

AVN THIN BILLAT
PRUPOSE0 RATE

$1 rt Oh L er School Tan v $19 22

$26 r15 L

,
LIBLL:_
,1_1:0
LARLNI
rix 126 rr1
to "

The rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by 1.,- •
District However, the Public Service Commission may order r
that are higher or lower than the rates proposed in this notice

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
WANTED
YOUR
VOTE VOA
Pink

NOTICE
A.dvertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

•,1t2 • 2,,t otis

REAL Estate Licensing
Class. 270-223-0789
leloiseadamsig yahoo co

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies dc occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any Of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

PUMPKINS
•Jack-O-Lantern
•Cindrella
i'Small Sugar Tie)
*Miniature *White
Wright Fame
2241 Jones
Sparkman Fiti
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

Lost and Found

Black. Spade, Female.
Mix. 9/30/10
Lab
Purple Collar. 270-2931091 or 270-293-1092
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all nave
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

ARE you searching for
a full time office administrative assistant posi
ton with an established
local growing company') Responsibilities
include but not limited
office
to
general
duties/receptionist, ',ltelephone,
ooming
preparing
general
monthly reports and
statements, and customer service. Strong
communications and
personal skills are a
roust Candidate roust
have experience with
Quick Books, accounts
payable and receivable.
payroll/sales
taxes. bookkeeping.
and a solid background
in all general administrative
(unctions
Office hours are M-F, 8
arro5pm. Fax your
resume with work history and references to
(270) 767-1775 or mail
to: Application, 3812
N.,
US Hwy 641
Murray, KY. 42071_

DISCLAIMER
When ac,e,sing the
'help wanted- section
on our ,I,wafted,
wehpage at
murrayledger cont.
you will be redirected
to iiihnetwork corn
By del:lull.
SItinay and local ioh
listings ;II appear on
thi, website
Howevet. a, a national
weteate. not all listing,
on the yolmetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tittles Please call
us it you have any
question,rcgarding
the Murray area
Joh 11,ling, Thank you

DOMINOS pizza of
Murray is now hiring
full-time delivery dui/.
ees to work closing
shift. Drivers must have
a good driving record,
dependable transportation, and insurance
We also taking applications for assistant manager that can work any
shift. Apply in person
No phone calls please.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME NP or PA.
Please mail resume to:
1040-F,
Box
PO
Murray. KY 42071

roj
in vri,e, single rat t'T
lvlu /prof trim'

I ,4

IrrevIn
tit..

tt'tt -

ti.trittt

thlt.
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A $1

"2 %
t, r/I•tr,

Inform/0,o

270-753-2411

1,,11

th,it

J.H. Churchill Funeral Hume

FREE HELP IN CIAIM FILING FOR MY Ot.leNT6

201 S

420-1

• \turraN,

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
lintthaven of Bentoo es currently accepting

applications for the following position
RN afternoon shift Monday - Enda/
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Brtfthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 EiDEMAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Start...
Murray Ledger &
Times

Exciting opportunity in Paris Tennessee suburban area working as ADMINISTRATOR of a 9
member family practice group. Successful candidate will have a degree in Business
Management or Accounting with MBA or CPA.
along with 5 to 7 yeais experience in healthcare including Medical Office Management
Member MGMA
A wide degree of creativity and latitude is
expected
E-mail resumes to practice consultant at
goodcasedbellsouth.net or call 615 482.3610

.(270)753-1916
NEEDED: Experienced
hairDependable
dressers, nail tech. skin
care & massage therapist. Booth rent. Call
Felecia 270-836-0717

PECO

753-9224
•

MESSAGE
• PLEASE LEAVE
.
NICIC MCCLURE OWN-ER
SINCE 1993
NANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Ttlassage Therapy
Patty Reye.s

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Led,ger & Times
•
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance, Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

1 1 1,T rt$ trr

ino

tiv orr
":

1241L1
• Seeing. .
enseslot,Invenro,
,A1141dingi*Folures

fOr13001(
270-534-1241

Buying & Selling
old U S Coons
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars halves,
quarters, domes.
gold coins, proof
,
.ets & mints sets
Randy Brardon
293 6999

150

Computees
MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

09

Domestic &Childcare
1

Want to Buy

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid tor
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray

Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043

Email us at
mIt@murrayledger com

Articles
For Sok
(2)05 gas E-Z-Go Cus
omized golf carts
$2.90043.300
293-6430
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures Free gifts
for kids Buy and
appraise coins 270
753-4161
King Size Jamison
Mattress set. less than
1,,yr old. 270-916-4912
NEW 10x14 home
addition used tor entry
way, bedroom or office
Insulated
wired
sheetrock. vinyl siding
metal roof $3.500 obo
270-978-0984

ftt9

Q31-241-0149
.
.01ilt

tit,. .8)
tditivaisiitfit

WNW

PLA'r

Per

Bouncy

Horse, Little Tykes
Rocking Horse. other
baby items. 270-4354687
RICH top soil, red gravel tor sale. 210-3781.
559-2032.
SOLID
oak, hand
carved bar with brass
top
Includes
2
barstools. large oak
saloon mirror. & wet
bar cabinet with sink
$2,000. 731-498-64S4
731-336 3739
TEMPUR-PEDIC-BED
Queen Deluxe with
adjustable base, infinite head and foot positrons, and a soothing
wave massage system
Must sell due to down
sizing 270-354-6878

461

DIRT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL

Tr.or

Triner

753-9075
(270)227-2193

SNOW plow operators
needed This work is
an on call as needed
basis during winter
weather events Class
B CDL required Must
pass drug screen. Pay
is $20.00 per hour
Excellent opportunity
for extra money in winter months. Training is
provided.
Call
(270)247-1400 or emaii
me ssa 4_Ygung_blood
e_xca_yarimcom YEC
an EOE

"

/71.:1 //1,t/7/*11/- 11TIt

wit

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Call Ashley Morris or.
Carrie *plienson
753-1916
and place yoUr ad-today!
2x2 S12.00 a week
2x 1.56.00 a lwee1.
13 week contraci
Runs on Monday

.6// r ‘1.. 1 St 1

/

.

Local company seeking General Technician.
Must be able to complete routine maintenance
jobs. install, diagnose and repair
PCs /computer equipment Please submit
resume to: KLOC, 620 S. 4th Street, Murray.
KY 42071 Resumes must be received
by 10/31/10.

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

(AMP SEPTIC CLEANING
or- MURRAY, K1
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

.11:SLItZleS

All sales c;areer-:
-. other position
Sendlo ,
P
130x 363
tVliirray KY
42071 "

RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES/OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call 731-3363891

mflatiimary "ist

Ord.ir ',hie,'

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

l'Art II 1'.111

The Place tO

KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings for children
ages 6 months to 5
Reasonable
years
Rates' Call 270-2930374

(ILO

Lou V. MeGary

titt

Center Ridge Water Ihstrict

LOST on or around
May 5, 2010 Picture of
a woman in a Red
Dress playing piano
Afghan orange with
yellow
rose
buds
Family heirlooms with
sentimental
value
Reward if Found!, 707585-8594

- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

'to/ vre• tr.-4 t.r,t-ittlo

1,
Any corporation. association. bodily politic. or person may rereir,1 rr
vene hy motion within thiny (301 days after notice of the prep, • •
•
•
ix given A motion to intervene shall be in writing. shall be
i
Executo, Director, Public Service Commission, Pied
Blvd . FrankfOrt, KY 40602, and shall set forth the grow
miluding he xtatus and interest of the party movant
may be obtained at no charge from the utility office at Center Ruble Wiit,
Ihstrict.
Marguente Blvd New Concord, KY 4207h Upon • •
Intervenor. the utility shall furnish to the intervenor a copy ••• • •
and supporting documents

Paid for by
Michael D. Con!ey

last five or six holes."
. "It was just a little too
fh. We've had some
is year whei,
slow. but we 11,;
the ship. Today, on thi, kind of hard to do that
ly. when you plaj,
u get a stretch of holes
out every two or three
II have one that you can
eathe easy on. but this
punchitig you."
I led the Lakers in the
on Saturday'. fiting .1
molds was next with an
ed by a 75 from senioi
mmons and juniors

;arrison

ed immediately so correcbons can

Pct

inday's Games

N

130
140
'50
"55
'60
165
190

190
195
200
210
no
260
270
290
205
300
320
330
340
360
370
340
396
4,0
125

NOTICE

3 1 0 750
2 3 0 400
2 3 0 400
2 3 0 400
VAL CONFERENCE
EaSt
W
L
Pct
3 2 0 600
3 2 0 600
3 2 0 600
1
3 0 250

3
2
2
0

+20

.-sertior Any error should be report-

Legal Notice
Nand
Prinenala
Finances
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Praadan Wattled
Domestic &
Brawn.. Opportundy
Electromcs
Computers
Amaral,. Parts
Ward To Buy
Articles fOr Sale
Appaances
Horne Furnrstunos
Antal..
lean & Garden

160
Horne Furnishings

ChiASE Lounger. Love
Seat. & Couch, microfiber. $500 270-2272684

1

280

2BR $295 00
753-6012

L'allost ay Garden
Essex IN IN Els
Apartments

NICE 2 bedroom no
pets /53-9866

1505 Diuguid Ihi‘e

MAIN S
FURINI
Glee.*
gpaelle.

Farm Equipment
CAT D4E Dozer. good
excellent
condition
farm dozer Call 270
525-8290

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown.
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR duplex. No pets
753-0259
4BR, C,,H,A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

•

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 2931357 or 270-559-1424
Wood

Gather Up

Fnr-Sale 270

WOOD Stove. nearti.
new. used 1/2 season
18ft. double walled
chimney. floor guard
Over $1,000 new, sell
all tor $600 270-753
2804

Drums & more.
Learn Any Song
U Want!!!
Play By Earl!,
(270)978-1961

Guitar, Piano,

(270) 753-1713

I FDIFK&TINIES
_1
I
1

Home Delivery
$5.5.1X1
S105.00

I 1 yr.

Rest of kV/TN

$70.5.0

4 mo
6 mu
y l I sr

Appliances

WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th SI

•
Subscribe to the

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Extremely niCe one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water. trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211

SU I3SCRIBE

WASHER & dryer
istackable and regular)
Case tractort801
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 753
4109. 227-1546

MAYTAG gas stove
with broiler 2 years old
Sears
$200
Gas
Kenmore Elite dryer
Extra large capacity
Perfect condition $350
obo 761-4861

I BR & 2BR Api.,
270-753-855e
TDD 1-1100,545-1103
Ezt. 28.4 6
.
it,
e.ion

ISM
Apartments For Rent

GOOD Seasoned Fire
TOTAL Gym Retail at
$1.000 asking less
Best offer. 873-7522,
761-6420

1st Full Mo Rent Free

[ 1400119 $100111$ For Rent]

•'OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA beautolu
country setting on 3.5
acres $2.950 down
$495mo. 3380 Guthrie
Rd. Paris
615-397-3171
14x64 Mobile Home, 6
lots. deep well & septic.
12x 18 screened porch.
big add on. 270-4362614
2007 Cavalier, 16x60.
3BR. 2BA. vinyl siding,
like new 270-4E19-2525
2BR & Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012

$90.00
S120.00

Local Mail
3 me

$35.00
$63.011
S110.90

1

All Other Mail
y
Subseriptios7
5.00
3 mo.
6 mo
11
1 yr.
S$
196
45..0(1 11

1
Cheek

e

Money Order

Visa

MA'

1
1

Nam,

$ St Address

('Itv
I Stab.

7.1)

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon voth pa3ment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1
1
1
1

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Mondav. October II. 2010

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Hil!dale Apartments
now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom

r--

Saturday, October 23rd 2010 10:00 AM
Hwy. 464 & Burne Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054

74.238
ACRES
IN 7 TRACTS &
COMBINATIONS!

Call (270) 437-4113
Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8•TDD 711

From Mayfield.

• ;WNW F,Irrprogfor•

& Swiss

240
Hmes F°F Rent
1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
A
Deposi
Flequired
270-753
4109
3BR. 2BA. Brick Home
w:th bonus room, central, gas heat. fenced
backyard. close to
Murray
High
$800/month
with
deposit 270-293-9610
3BR carport, fenced
backyard.
storage
shade sunroom, no
pets $635Mlo 270
293-6070

YORKIE Puppies, tiny
ACA registered, home
raised. vet checked.
health
guaranteed
$5001600. 270-4365508. 270-293-5508

2-DAY
ESTATE SALE
1264
NORSWORTHY RD
KIRKSEY
THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
8:00-2:00
Everything
Priced
To Go,

Check
us out
on the
Web!

A&F Warehousing
Near kISU $20-50
7',3-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Gel': (270i 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBA; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient, 3BR 2BA 2car garage 2.240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:1'
es. IL-minis!
I ON% I R NN

270-753-2279
FUTFIELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839

(270)873-2098

Carpentry.4.:Naht
ElectriCal
-Yards. &
Nkichyore
No,Job Too Small

(270)925-5:387

• Jacob
.270-978-0378

Flee. COMa,

270-293-5624

• nrckl,

Teo oal ph kups

• likalF,

III_ di,'Mated

o•

11311
Amer

BY OWNER- 4 5 acres
on prestigious Ciaks
Country Club Road.
$70.000
270-4354001

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining. custom
cabinets open floor
Plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Livinc Call for your
private showing 270753-2905

L&M
LAWN SEKVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfartiort guarantee i
753-1816 227-061
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Additions. remodeling. sagging rotten
floors decks. home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nirnrno
753-2353
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOB
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-191e.

:Knight's

%same
ion can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.

ircel iorneu•A vire to
.flore

your tine

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitneli Ave.• 753-3853

MBC Storage
10X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

1.4.3!.'2905

403 Tone Taylor Trail

753-7728
Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun mem,
Res , Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big ttt quail

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Horrie
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.

Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Immured.
227-2617
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs exp 293E4814

*Commercial &
Residential
•Aselvalt installation
& Maintenance
ta yrs expetience

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
bier Nhorofork-•• 291. I
thr.pla% }fours 00 :II

0 BRYAN TREE
1*BRIS
• LocallY owned
. and opetated
vZrrie Estimates
. • Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

(270)759-0501

Sernbee Offend

Repair
ALL BRANDS Ward Elkins
70-753-1713
YEARRY S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 436
2562. 227-0267

Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Loading Dock of

3 CRETE, L.L.C.

First Serve

Concrete Repair
No lob too small
''70-293-7971
wwev.3cretelic. n1
•

rom Drywall &

Painting to
Bathrooms & _
-Kitcheri6 ,
LP Fencing,
tio
'J... 344o Brno'
2ffi-473-9916
visit ouriviebso.
kinstickyteke
emodeling cdro

-

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing
Houses. PatiPs &
DecitS,-„Skiewilks
Doveways. yiny1
F nnCe$r & Siding
Call Today For A
Free'Estanate,
270-562:2228
ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

ISUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

3

Free
Pallets
Murray Ledger &
Times

'First Come

1

31ease

No Phone.Calls

Sudoku is a number-placiny puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd wrth
several gwen numbers The ObteCt le to place the numbers to 2
on the empty squares so that each row. each. column and each
3.3 box contains the same number only once The Oak"ley,
ihe Conceptis Suctoku increases from Monday tc Sunday

Green

1

4

9

5
7
9 8'
3
9 6
t -+
5 4

5
till 1, ro i

t's

Answer to previous puzzle

2

7 6
5 8
4
1 7 +
9
4
6

5 8 3 1 7 4 2 6 9
6 4 7 9 2 8 3 1 5
1 2 9 3 5 6 7 8 4
7 9 2 6 4 5 1 3 8
8 1 5 7 3 9 4 2 6
3 6 4 8 1 2 9 5 7
4 3 6 2 8 7 5 9 1
2 7 8 5 9 1 6 4 3
9 5 1 4 6 3 8 7 2
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Horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Flex with ihe moment and
understand what ts happening
behind the scenes Your creativity is high. and you demonstrate
a uniqL e ability to problem-solve
An insight though upsetting,
guides you Relax. knowing that
you need this knowledge.
Tonight Get some expert opin-

Look

*

Special to the Ledger
Turkey Bay Off-Highway
Vehicle (OHVI Area, at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area. is
offering training for All-Terrain
Vehicle (ATV) riders to help
them learn the skills necessary
to ride safe while having fun.
Users will learn valuable lessons
about protecting themselves and
respecting the outdoors while
riding.
The next course offered is
schcduled for Saturday, Oct. 23,
at 8 a.tn. and noon. Participants
must arrive one-half hour early
(7:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.) to
prepare for the course. Each
Photo prOvided course should last approximateWARNING SIGNS: The Calloway Co. Farm Bureau and
ly four hours. This will be the
Calloway Co. High School FFA Chapter recently cooperated
final class offered in 2010. All
on the recognition of National Farm Safety Week held annual- participants
are required to wear
ly in September. The Farm Bureau purchased Slow Moving boots, long sleeve shirt and
Vehicle reflective signs for the FFA Chapter to distribute to pants, and a helmet. In the event
area young farmers. Pictured are FFA Chapter President Jay of inclement weather, training
Green presenting local farmer Clay Choate with a sign to use may be cancelled: therefore, it is
on his farm equipment
recommended that participants

The Stars Shou the Kind of
Day 'You'll Have: 5-1)ynamic.
4-Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult

Murray

••••

LBL's Turkey Bay
offers ATV training

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday. Oct. 12. 2010:
This year. you often become creative when others are difficult or
rigid. Sometimes associates pull
away because they are not used
to the new. you. Give others the
space and time to adjust. If you
are single. your allure is quite
intense. and others want to come
in closer. You have niany potential suitors to get to know and
decide if you want to get to
know better. Enjoy the process - dating can be fun. If you are
attached. your relationship will
benefit from adding some good
old-fashioned dates. SAGITTARIUS has man) ideas -- and
opinions.

I
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es: Marble

610

2003
Springdale 30ft
1211 Slide Out
Brand New,
Never Been Used?
Cost $26 000 oeo
610.900 293-4602

LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at $15 270
753 2405

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

hollandmolorsales•c0
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TOWN
TREE SErtyir
losuredfP.
&Demi.

PICK UP

We Finance

Ccennierical Prop For Rent

DOG Obedience
1270)436-2858

DUPLEX for sale
$83.000 Non----ioking
New wiring. plumbing
and
Great
rood
Income 2,400 sq ft
753-9887

Services Offend

Odd Jobs. Repairs
1-toMe. Auto

FREE

630
Services Catered

I

Handyman Work

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discoverv Flight

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

J&I,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
II owner of 121 S. & Genesi,.
IOW $25 10x15
12701436-2524
12701 293-6906

Office Space For Rent
Commercial Property
1617 HWY 121 North,
on by-pass beside A
Cut Above Call 270293-0670

ieomes For Sale

Used Can

1850 St, Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

OFFICE Building in
Benton.
Prime
Location' Could be
used for a small business. 270-227-6154
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KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside clirnate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes.
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

(AL LCX'ATION I% I HE titSIING I t"-t-,i
COMM( \11 slink I
DRIST TO MAYFIELD,RENTON & SPAR AV! ROAD
.t
RN .164 & Bt IINF ROAD' FA('El ENT MILDE*;SITES!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS Tract 1'
Tract 1' •
Acres Tract r •
kres Tract 4' 4 6:i Acrec Tract 5'
' kes Tract 6* 4$ 724 Ac. r..s Tract 7'
7 44$ Ac'es ,TraC! i Is A Swing Tre.1 '• flg T,acts Can Only Be
Adloining T'acts •
ViSiT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS'.
Real Estate Setts Al 'fig° AM Ab,nlut, To FN. Hoghesf 13rdder' Aoctron Held on Sae,
raw [suit
,

Straw
For
Sale
$3/bale Call 270-435
4086

Offered

•

Sig119 Posted!!

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus. C'H.A. W&D.
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 293-3710 2934600
NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nodhwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Ooportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056

Murray Ledger & limes
520
Services Merle

"Call Before You Haul. at (270)
924-2000.
Professionals from the ATV
Safety Institute have returned
this year to host several ATV
safety training courses at LBL.
"This training provides a g(xxl
foundation for people wanting to
learn proper riding techniques,
build riding confidence and gain
an increased sense of awareness
out on the trails... stated Kyle
Varel, Assistant Manager at
Turkey Bay. "Topics include
correct riding posture, turning
safely. and even how to properly.
tackle obstacles." Varel said all
ATV riders. or members of the
household who are the original
owners of their ATVs, are invited to attend the training courses.
Pre-scheduling is encouraged; however, walk-ins, as well
as guests of scheduled students.
are encouraged to take part To
pre-schedule or for more in!'orination. contact Connie Hathorn
at (270) 753-1902.

by Jacqueline Bigar
ions
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Be willing to work with one
other person directly You'll gain
unusual results. Be open to the
unexpected. knowing when you
have had enough of a situation
Your insight will evolve if you kick
back and decide not to tngger
Tonight: Chat with a friend. Get
his or her impression.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could see a situation
far differently from others at first.
Your ability to move in a new
direction depends on your willingness to work with others.
Knowing when to say "enough.'
could be more important than
you realize. Tonight• Meet a
loved one for dinner
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to see
a situation in a different light than
in the past. Your sense of humor
emerges when discussing a
problem You realize how tnvial it
might be when you consAer
another perspective Tonight Go
with your instincts
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep tapping into your
creativity to find the nght answer
for each situation Once more. a
partner proves to be unpredictable and quite deliberate in
his or her actions You might
want to give this person more
space in the future Tonight

Where the fur. is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** II you can stay close to
home. please do. There is a lot
of give-and-take between a situation and what goes on. Others
tend to make a mess of plans If
you feel a need to have matters
go in a certain direction. consider going out on your own.
Tonight: Nap. then decide.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep asking the same
question until you get the answer
you need. Phrase your words
differently if you must. knowing
full well where you are coming
from. Tonight: Head home, then
decide
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
***** Your ability to home in
on some basics allows for
greater give-and-take. When
someone torpedoes an agreement or existing plans. you will
know what to do. Realize your
limits financially. and you won't
make an error Tonight. A little
self-discipline goes a long way
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You can go a long way
completing a project. You can
handle any interference. as you
are goal-directed Follow your
instincts, and you cannot go
wrong. Let your creativity open
up Tonight Just follow your
whims.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Make plans. research
important decisions. You won 1
be on hold much longer. Your
instincts could be quite out of
whack with money. Y011 might be
seeing only what you want to
see Know that this type of
warped perspective. isn't your
norm. Tonight' Nap, decide later
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Use today to push any
key project forward. You could
be surprised by your options if
you listen to several different
people who don't think like you.
Don't think in terms of wasted
funds and time Tonight. Make it
an early night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Know that you need to make
the first move in order to make a
situation work You know when
you have pushed too far for too
long. Take a step back later in
tile day to look around Tonight
Could be late
BORN TODAY
Opera singer Luciano Pavarotti
(1935). English King Edward VI
(1537). R&B singer Sam Moore
(1935)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a pis airs- ot the
early stages of construction ol
Crt:ekwood Retail Shopping Center. a I 5-acre protect being built
north ot Burger King on U.S.
(v41 Tuesday. a crew lowered the
loundation pieces for a 330-foot
concrete extension of the Bee
Creek culvert Plans call for a
tiontage road between Burger King
and Amerihost Inn and an entrance
from the north Wal-Mart road.
Way Ion Miller of I 35 Mazureck
Tn.. Murray. has had one of hi,
photographs accepted for publication by The Intern: tional Libriuy
of Photography. Owings Mills.
N1d.
Calloway County High Laker..
heat Murray High Tigers 2-1 in
iivenime in a soccer game.

Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal

First Come
First Serve
INease
. Phone.Calls.

Court will apparently reverse itself
next week and vote down a 7
percent insurance tax. a measure
which has many county: farmers
and homeowners up at arms.
Published is a picture of
Danielle Schwettman. instructor
of the Murray Family YMCA's
prenatal exercise class, as she
leads students Terry: Burkey.
Tammy Sheppard and Tina Darnell though ari exercise routine.
Published is a picture of NISI!
tennis player Phil Billington, and
MSU golfer Taxis Stiegman being
congratulated by. MSU athletic
director Michael D Strickland for
winning the OVC Academic Medal
of Honors in their respective spons.

Thirty years ago
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Dr. Dan Mason Miller. v.:hose
great-grandfather. Dr. William
Morris Mason came to Hazel from
North Carolina in 1858 to practice medicine. is following the
family doctor tradition by' opening his office for practice of internal medicine in Murray'.
Kim Canady. a senior, was
crowned the 1980 Homecoming
Queen for Calloway County High
School Friday night prior to the
Laker-Reidland game.

j

Recently reported hinhs include
girl to Mr and Mrs Kenneth

B Barlett

Forty years ago
Mrs Max Hurt presented a
lesson on "You Can Read Faster-

al a meeting of Wadesboro Hornemakers Club held at her home.
Col., John Thompson. U.S.
Army. front Murray. has been elected president of the newly formed
Jackson Purchase Chapter of
Retired Officers Association at a
meeting held at Sttuth Fulton. Tenn.
Recently reponed births include
a boy to Dr and Mrs. J. Russell
Ross. and a boy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony' Wilson
-The Murray State Racers in
their fourth game of the season
overpowered the Youngstown Penguins 42-A2

Fifty years ago
Commander James R. Bailey'.
son of Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Bailey of Murray. is attached to Navy's
Special Projects Office in Washington. D.C.
Mrs. W.J. Gibson spoke on
her trip to the Southwest and Mrs
Harry Sparks on her trip to Holland at the meeting of the Delta
Depanment of the Murro
Woman's Club.
Showing at the Varsity' Theatre is "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn...
Sixty years ago
"Billy McLemore. Ledger &
Times Carrier. is a merry young

fellow. Doesn't take much to set
him laughing or to bring a big
friendly smile to his face.- from
the column "Seen & Heard Around
Murray.Buford Hurt was elected president and Mrs. Goldie McKee!
Curd as second vice president of
the Kentucky Fraternal Congress
of ihe Vki.x)dmen of the World at
a meeting held in Louisville.
The Mary Russell Shop on Main
Street has been purchased by Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter Love and will
now be known as Love's Children's Shop.

Jciano Pavarottl
King Edward VI
ger Sam Moore

gar is on the
w.jacquelinebt-
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DEAR
ABRI: NI!,
son.
"Jason." IN
17-yearold high

school senior honor student My
wife and ! have managed to establish a fairly open relationship ‘4.
our children. we encourage honesty and have attempted to establish mutual respect.
Recently. Jason asked it he
could
has,:
seven or eight
triends over
to drink_ My

wife. reasoning that if
teenagers are
going
to
indulge

in

aleohol.

if,

better
for
them to do it
in a safe. controlled enviBy Abigail
ronment. said
Van Buren
yes. I, on the
other hand. said no. hayed on the
fact that the parents of the other

Dear Abby

teens would not approve. Jason
admitted that was. in fact. the
case.
White I agree with my wife's
reasoning. I refuse to allow iny
house to become the place where
teens can gather to drink without
their parents' knowledge. Jason is
now ups•:t with me. and I'm afraid
he may no longer be willing to
confide in me. In my heart. I
know I made the rifht decision.
but my relationship with my son
means the world to me. What do
you think'.' -- TORN IN HOUSTON
DEAR TORN: I agree. You
did the right thing. You acted like

a responsible parent. Not only
would it have been illegal. hut
also. if any of your son's friends
were to be injured after leaving
the party drunk. the liability could
have been yours.
That you assened yourself will
not niin your relationship with
your son forever. In time he will

right one. and re

El A Et

Et I_

DEAR DR. GOTT: I started
sour diet ox days ago I has,: lost
one pound and am thrilled I won-

respes I sou

der if I can eat popcorn as a snack
while on your diet I pop it in °Ilse
oil and ckm't use butter
DEAR READER: Congratulations on
your initial
success. A
weight loss of
*
about
one
pound
per
week is average
and
tri
healthful
•
while on my
no-flour, noDr. Gott sugar
diet
You can eat
By

I thank I'm making heady:ay. Jas
mine will do or say somethim'
to take nie down a few notches,
leasing me devastated yet again.
I am tired. I has e reached the
point of gis mg up on having any
kind of meaningful relationship

Dr Peter Gott

to each other and communicate
mostly via e-mail. I have n..a con-

fronted her personally because
when we're together it's usually a
famil) function. and I don't want
to drag the whole family into it

••••41,

expedition ended. Meriwether
Lewis was found dead in a Tennessee inn. an apparent suicide:
he vvas 35,
In 1884. American first lady.

Eleanor Rocisevelt v.as born in New
York City.
In 1890. the Daughters of the
American Revolution way founded in Washington. D.C.
In 195k. tbe lunar probe Pioneer I was launched', it failed to
go as far out a% planned. fell back
to Earth. and hurned up in the

atmosphere.
In 1975,"NB(' Saturday NightI later "Saturday Night Live- i made
its debut with guest host George
Carlin.
In 1984, space shuttle Challenger astronaut Kathryn Sullivan
became thy first American woman
to walk in space.
Ten years ago- 'The eastern

and benefits. especially online
Bee pollen is simply pollen that is
collected trom the txxlies ot bees It
has vitamins. minerals. protein. Los
and carbohydrates and mas e,en

contain some bin: salisa
Asailable in mans health-lood
stores. it can he found as a supplement or in skin-sottening products
Some esen claim that it y an he beneficial in treating or esen suring.
asthma. allergies. alcoholism. stomach upset and more. hut remember
that none of this has been proy en
scientifically
It you suffer from allergies to
pollen, this supplement may sause
serious or even lite-threatening

on

my diet. hut

reaction. so it is important to talk to
your physician beton: using it It
shouldn't be used by pregnant or
breastfeeding ,A omen but otherwise
appears to be safe for short-term

ate your column. Two years ago. I
had been suffering from night
sweats ov.mg to perimenopause.
and your column ads vied taking
bee pollen. I tried it. and v. dun just
a few days. my night sweats all but
disappeared. I kept taking the bee
pollen 11.000 milligrams daily for
a few months and then stopped.
thinking didn't need it anymore.
Several months passed with no
sweats, but recently they began
again, as well as penodic daytime
hot flashes. I went back on the bee
pollen and. again. after just a feu
days, I don't have any more sweating. day or night! I just wanted to
pass this on to you and your readers, and to thank you, again. for
your wonderful advice

Kentticky community of Inez was
inundated with more than 300 million gallons of coal sludge that
had leaked from an impoundment
helonging to Manin County Coal.

IE

HE2E.

IT S NOT OPNGEROuS IF YOU Jlr_SID
USE SOME COMMON SENKE.
UJITVI ME,
COMMON
SENSE IS
PIZErrY
tiklcarixtior4

by
Heloise

The
Particulars
of Perfumes

reaeh the remaining product. If
there is still some left. you can
try. a vise grip or pliers to remove

Dear Readers:
Whin

the sprayer. It may take some
effort. but we got one off in our
office and had enough for a few
more applications. -- Heloise

about
cologne. eau
de toilette or
perfume
--

what's the difFerenc e''
ESSENTIAL
OILS Essential oils are defined
as the extracts trom plants and flowers that give off fragrance and
are used in making perfumes.
colognes. eau de parfum and eau
de toilette.
Perfume is al the top of the
list v.hen it comes to concentration ot oil to alcohol and slaying
povier And that is why it is the
costliest form ol fragrance. Next
in order is eau de parfum. eau
de toilette. then cologne
How to store it? In a cool.

dark place. Perfume should last
about a year. or longer. In highfl COI EC)

T4EZE 5 AN IMPORTANCAL.L. ;OR /0Li ON
iir:AJR NONE ,
OLOASTEAD

DAGO/000 OLMSTEAD'
I riaL.P zOLt"?

""va5

HOW MA

heat areas. the refrigerator is a
good place to keep it. If you
notice the Iragrance geiting dark.
thick or cloudy. it may he spoiled.
but give It the smell test'
And v.hat about getting the last
little bit out ot a spray bottle'
Tilt the bottle so the stem can

u,e
-r,, provide related information. I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Repon "Menopause
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your article
on seizures was totall garbled and
seriously incorrect in places. Fin an
epleptologist
DEAR DOC'TOR: I apologize
tor any errors that may has e
appeareJ. but your brief nsite is not
very helptul in explaining how. and
where I went wrong. if indeed I did
Perhaps next time you v.ant to tell
someone he dad wrong. you could
elaborate lust a bur
For my readers. an epileptologist
ts a neurologist who specializes in
epilepsy

N1y difficulty ended three
months ago when I bought supplements. only to lind out the
pills were enormous. Could I swallow them'? I leaned my head back
and swallowed them without a
problem. Every day: for the past
three months. I've swallsoxed many
pillsicapsules without a problem
I just look up. -- A Reader in
Sugar Land. Texas
Open ihe throat to help those

SEND A GREAT HINT TO:

Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
E-mail. Heloiset at 11-leloise.com

g.o down. Be sure to drink SOIIIC
water first and after taking a pill
to help it on its way. -- lieloise

FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: Coffee filters
are wonderful for a multitude of
things:
• They are great to use when

SOAP PADS
Dear Heloise: To keep steel-

ssooi pads longer, when in use
put them in alunimum foil. They
will last much longer. -- fvfaria
Beauinont in Oakville. Conn
SOLND OFF'
Dear Heloise: My Sound Oft
People who ask when someone',
baby is due when they do not
know if the woman is pregnant.
I am a size
and ha% e been
asked a few times when wearing
looseditting clothing. Free-flowing/loo,c clothing could he the
current style. the v.orrian may have
gained a ECK' pounds, or she could
have a medical condition Think
before you speak -- B.B Washington, W.Va.

a shoe needs to be polished.
* Use as a filter if a tea hag
breaks.
• Place an afternoon snack in
one.
• Use to keep a taco contained.
* They can be drip control for

an ice-creain treat.
-- Kerry in Washington. D.C.
SWALLOWING
LARGE
PILLS
Dear Heloise: For many years.
I hated to swallow large pills and
capsules. They often "stuck" in

my throat. I- sometimes had to
massage the outside ot my throat
with my fingers to dislodge them
and get them down

tc 12010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords

TliAr5 EA5Y• MOM.
i4A5 IT BEEN SINCE I NEVER DO LAUNDRY
YOU DID LAUNDf?Y7' IMTIL I RUN OUT OF
UNDERWEAR .

•

50 I CAN FIGURE OUT OK, DU5TIN/ EXACTLY HOW MANY DAYS THAT'S JUST
115 BEEN BY SIMPLY
A LITTLE
COUNTING Pk NUMBER Dt5GUSTING.
BOXER SHORTS
ON TNE

ACROSS
1
5
9
10
12
13
14

16
17
18
21
22
23

RON

24
26
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

GAF!FIEL_COCD
OKAY HERE6 WHERE YOU
HAVE TO SLAY THE ORAGON
THIS 16 THE PART WHERE
ALWAYS CAET KiLLEI2

•

SNICK SNICK
SNICK SNICK
SNICK SNICK

MERE YOL)
6JT A
LETTER FROM
YOuR BROTHER
SPIKE

C

'‘OEAR SNOOPY
&HAT HAPPENED TO
ANDY AND OLAF'
I THOUGHT THEY
UJERE COMING
OUT HERE "

33
35
36

Buddy
Antlered animal

MEM IBM 0
MOM MI
1211010130 121131110
G,0
013E1
00131131012 Ea U N S
ocioulcuala
OM 101
MECUM OM
WOEIGI MEMO El
00113_01011121 ON A
OM= DOCI

Duo= =v.

25

Track events
Plain wrong
Pet pests
Writer Morrison
Candy counter buy
Simile center
Indian state
Leafy lunches
Joke responses
Vega s constellation
The Hoosier State
Shade trees
Compete
Jason's ship
Coat-rack part
Clay for one
Belize neighbor

26

Wall makers

27

Leg ends

8
9
11
15
19
20
22
23

24

I E
DEED

SUOMI
4

'''
1

,1

1
2
3
4
5
6

'MY MEND MICKEY
MOUSE CAME BY
YESTERDAY AND LEFT
THEM SOME GIFT5'

Bargains
Milky gem
Cookout spot
Final

30

The Aloha State
Mayo buy
Naval answers
The Silver State
Speedy plane
Unscripted lines
First-rate
Last Greek letters
Funous
The Beaver State
Window section
Peace, in old Rome
The Last Frontier
"Once upon —"
Coral island
In the area
Trig functions
Music genre
Fling

DOWN

F)EAniu-rsco

28
29

Huck Finn's transport
Apertures
Phone greeting
Customary
Patriot Ethan

11

1

14 •

15

18

,
1

1',

2,-,

22
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tionally nutritious food It h.o.
undergone yea'. of research, hut so
tar. nothing can he confirnied
However. there is a plethora ot
anecdotal information .1110M1 its use

garlic. powder. chili powder or even
a little salt Remember. moderation
is key, especially with regard to salt
intake
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 wanted to
let you know: how much I appreci-

or upset our mother Any suggestions'?
JASMINE'S V,'HIPPING

appears you'll have to continue
tolerating the pain.
N1y: advice would he to speak
your nund to Jasmine once and
for all and let tho chip, fall where
they may if she puts you down
at a family gathering. It would
hardly be considered "attacking
her" if you said plainly that her
comments are hunful and offensive. It's the truth. And a she's
doing this via the Internet. warn
her once. and if she persists, then
block her e-mails.

popcorn

N1 ,11

years It is touted 11/ cure certain
health problems and tii he an excep-

be careful about what type you
choose. Air-popped is the best,
because it doesn't require any tai
But if y:ou choose to pop it in oil.
olive is the hest After popping. ,
,01.1
can sprinkle on seasonings. sui.h a,

with my sister. I don't know what
else to do. We do not live close

DEAR W HIPPING GIRL:
Thank your lucky stars that you
are exposed to your sister only
infrequently Until you can bring
yourself to respond firmly when
your sister steps over the line. it

DF:AR READER: I hank

our kind somment, I Jii, happs
have helped
Bee pollen has been used tor

.1,

Hints From Holoise
atter the famous Lewis and Clark

TAMES lug& PIZZA
CUTTER MEAT For4s
IWO SOME KN,NES

Ei

Popcorn OK on Gott diet

DEAR MIMI': I am a 50-yearold woman who is trying to figure out my relationship with ms
sister "Jasmine" is five years MM.:
and has always been outspoken.
bossy and insensitise My rote
has always been to he the quici
meek one
As children. Jasmine was je..I
ous of me. She dominated me
and wa, sometimes physically ahusly e. As an adult. I have strut!
gled to assert myself. Every tuni

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday'. (kt. II. the
284th day of 2010. There are 81
days left in the year. This is the
Columbus Day. observance in the
United States. a.s well as Thanksgiving Day in Canada.
T..xiay's Highlight in History':
On Oct. II. 1910. Theodore
Roosevelt became the first former U.S. president to fly in an
airplane during a visit to St. Louis.
Mo.
On this date:
In 1809. just over three years

Monday. October I I. 21110 • 514

lor it I knoss I do

realize that your decision was ihe

9-March 20)

ou need to make
order to make a
You know when
d too far tor too
ep back later in
around Tonight

COMICS / FEATURES
Father refuses to condone
teen drinking party at home

I

10-11
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Columnist wants to know: What's in a name

?

I couldn t
kids today even know what the not
help
hut
sure of the school's location. picture made next to
Hal
letters KFC stand for. One Now let's
notice
a
see. Wyoming. one of Roger's sign?
brand
guru
in the USA Today the Dakotas. Utah.
story
that
or is it
The same can be said about
story' says KR'is just an alpha- Idaho?
tirst
the Louie B. Nunn. Martha
bet
soup
now.
appeared in
What does all of this have to
Layne Collins. arid William
What is it with all this alpha- do with
USA Today'.
traveling Kentucky.
Natcher Parkways. Why not be
bet
stuff
anyway
'? Have you which is what I usually' cover
and
then
in creati
ve and uSe naines like
checked lately and noticed all of this space?
began makthe college and universities
Diane
Sawyer. (born in
its
Well. it has e‘erything.
Out & About ing
across the country and in
Glasgo
vv),
Darrell Waltrip,
r
n
s
d
It's all about mindset. and the
... Kentucky throu
Kentucky that are going this fact that
thorn in Owensboro), Kenny
ghout
so
many
people
think
Style
route?
newspapers
they are not doing something Perry. (born in E•tov.n). and
There are those schools that unless
across the
By Gary P
change is being made. Duncan Hines,(born in Bowling
have done the alphabet thing for Chang
state.
West
e can be a good thing, but Green). Yes. Hines was a real
almost a century, and I get it. not always
Syndicated
It
was
person. too. When Procter and
.
UCLA. TCU, SMU come to
Columnist
about KFC
I've always maintained that Gamble owned his brand their
mind quickly. And I even get the five
and the fact
most recognizable research showed that 99.9 perUAB. much easier than saying names
that there is now a generation of
to ever come from cent of every person who goes
or writing University of Kentuc
potential chicken eaters out
ky are Abraham Lincoln. into a grocery store recogn
izes
Alabama at Birmingham. But Daniel
there who are clueless when it
Boone. Mohammed Ali, his name. Why
not capitalize
the fact is most people can't tell Harlan
comes to who in the heck is this
d Sanders and Duncan on statisti
cs like this in order to
you v.Mat UAB stands for, or Hines.
goateed guy in the white suit
Photo provided
For the most part they
inarket?
This
Daniel
Boone Parkway sign now sits in
any
of
the
others
called Colonel Sanders?
for
that
matter.
a Highway
have withstood the test of time.
I'm not saying I am a worldIn order to try to gain a mar- Knowi
Harland Sanders was a house- Department hallway, no longer visible to travelers.
ng that our state spends
wide traveler. though I've been
keting advantage. some of those million
hold face to previous generas of dollars in marketing
schools trying to niake a name to out-ofa few places, and in a foreign
tions. He was. it seemed every - abbreviation in order to do away icon.
state visitors. how did
for themselves are losing their it happen
countr
where. Long after he sold his with or better yet disguise the
y. when saying I am from
that it allowed Daniel
Often we forget that it only
real identity in the process.
Kentuc:ky Fried Chicken busi- dreaded "fried" word in their takes
Boone's name to he replaced by Kentucky, almost always the
a decade or so for history
Athletics, good or bad. often Hal Rogers
ness, he still was a spokesman name. Through it all. the to drop
on one of our major response was Kentucky Fried
from sight. sometimes
propel a school into national roadways'?
for the business. appearing in Colonel's presence has fallen by lost
Taking nothing from Chicken.
forever.
prominence. One of those rid- Rogers and
print ads, radio and television. the wayside.
I applaud KFC for bringing
all he has done for
That's why KW is trying to
ing high right now is Boise his constit
Even after his death, look-aKFC's research found that 50 bring the Colone
the
Colonel back. He's not just
uents,
his
name
to
l back before State.
Let's keep an eye out to outsiders' falls
likes stepped in.
percent of the younger genera- it's too late.
short of the mar- any colonel. mind you. He's our
see if they go the BS route. keting value
That was then and this is now. tion believed C'olonel Sanders
Boone's name Kentucky Colonel. Maybe a
Some advertising and marketProbably not. It is interesting to meant.
Of course. KFC went to the was a Madison Avenue created ing
Wonder how many trav- few more of us can learn
experts question whether
from
note that there are many who are elers have
stopped to have their this.

Race to the Canal returns to Land Between

Special to the Ledger
Race to the Canal is set to take
place again this year at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area on
Sunday. Oct. 24. This event provides cyclists the opportunity' to
enjoy an adrenaline rush in the
great outdoors.
This mountain bike race is
sponsored locally by Wood-NWave. Grand Rivers, and sanctioned by the National Off-Road
Bicycling
Assuciation
(NORBA). Race to the Canal is
an endurance event that will
cover challenging and varied
terrain along the North/South
Trait from Golden Pond Visitor
Center to North Welcome

Station. Sonie expert classes
will also race the Canal Loop for
a total of 36 miles.
There are race classes that
accommodate all ages and ability levels. including children:
first-timers men and women;
single speed. Clydesdale (200/t
or over rider): and masters for
ages 50 and over. Race distances
will vary. depending on the race
category. The race has 31 classes, with prizes awarded to the
top three finishers in each class.
Races will be held rain or shine
and will end near the Between
the Rivers Memorial Bridge on
Canal Loop Trail.
"This annual event has been

held for several years. the challenging and vaned terrain makes
it very popular with the mountain biking community." said
Kyle Varel, LBL OHV and trails
assistant. "Steve Wilson. with
Wood-N-Wave Bicycles &
Watersports. has done a great
job coordinating this and other
bike events at LBL, as well as
volunteering to help maintain
our bike trails." Varel adds,
"The Wood-N-Wave cycling
team has contributed immensely
to ensure this race and other trail
related events take place at
LBL."
For race information, contact
Steve Wilson with Wood-N-

the Lakes

Wave at 27(1-362-2453 or e-mail U.S.
Department of Agriculture. our calendar of events
. updates
info@woocInwave.com. in partner
ship with "Friends of on programs and policie
s. safety
Registration is available at the LBL." to
provide public lands information. and
temporary trail
Wood-N-Wave shop, beginning outdoor
recreation and environ- and road closure
s. Additional
Friday. Oct. 22 from 3-7 p.m.. at mental
education. Visitors are L BL and "Frien
ds of LBL.."
Ky. Lake Drive on Saturday encouraged
to review' the web- information is also
available by'
from 3-7 p.m., and on-site race site at
www.lbl.org each season. calling(800)LBL-7
077 or(270)
day'. Racers must register at least and throug
hout the season. for 924-20(8).
30 minutes prior to their class
start time.
The cost for the race varies
If yau ara a NIEVVCONIEFt
from $10 to $30 for expert classMurray/Callovvay Celunty
Call SYLVIA SANERT
es. Racers must have a NORBA
AT 759-9216
license, which will be sold onCOMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
aa...elik
site. A one-day license may be
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many
purchased for $5. All racers are
of our
businesses and professional people
It's their way of
required to wear helmets.
saying, ''We are grad you hayed moved
to
Land Between The Lakes is
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NFIVCOME
managed by the Forest Service.
RS
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r
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Change
is Coming
* New Showroom
• New Lease Arrangemcnts
• New Sales Opportunities
• New Service Facilities

)TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

.1

•••••••••••••••••
•
•
• Geeks Night Out •
for the
•Professional Organization for Information and
Network Technologies(POINT)
Where: Pagliai's Pizza in Murray

Who:Any, professional interested in information
technology
When: October 12, 2010

5:30-7:00 p.m.
Cost: A business card or contact information
Featured Speaker
Mitch Wilkes, Professor of Electric Engineering &
Computer Science at Vanderbilt University.
The speech will discuss projects from the
Intelligent Robotics Lab at Vanderbilt
University.

•
•
•
•
•
To NOW,please contact;
•Both Ward, Roglonal Business & Innovation Center•
lwardlOginurraystatrodu or(270)8094074
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